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“It’s only after we’ve lost everything
that we’re free to do anything.”
(Tyler Durden of Chuck Palahniuk’s Fight Club))
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ABSTRACT
Widyatmoko, Gideon. Telling Institutional Cruelty to Children through
Literature: a Study on John Boyne’s The Boy in the Stripped Pajamas.
Yogyakarta: Department of English Letters, Faculty of Letters, Sanata Dharma
University, 2011.
Children literature, as its name, has specific target readers: children below 12
years old. It sets standard materials—which one is suitable and which one is not
suitable to be read by children. The amount of materials appropriate to be read by
children is not as many as those to be read by adults. In John Boyne’s The Boy in the
Stripped Pajamas, a novel intended by the author to be a children literature, the
writer finds the theme of institutional cruelty committed by Nazi during the Second
World War in Germany. The writer considers the theme as inappropriate for children.
Hence, it is challenging to see the techniques on how John Boyne tells the
institutional cruelty in his novel.
In the first analysis, the writer described several characters in the novel that
are closely related to the institutional cruelty. In the second analysis, the writer
described the techniques used by the author to talk about the institutional cruelty. By
using some evidences in the first analysis, the writer then related all the characters
with the institutional cruelty and how those characters represent it.
The method the writer used in attempt to answer the problem formulated in
this study is library research. To make this study reliable, the writer used some books
related to the story and the theories used in analyzing the novel. The writer also took
some sources from the internet to support the analysis, especially for the review
related to the study. This study used Old-Historicism approach to relate the events
appear in the novel with the one that appeared in the real historical events, focusing
on the works, not on the real history.
The descriptive analysis of the characters of the novel was conducted to find
traits of the characters that later in the story contribute to the narration of institutional
cruelty. In the analysis, the writer figured out that there were two groups of character
that are under the exposure of institutional cruelty system: Bruno’s Family and
People around Bruno’s Family. The writer thus attempted to discover characteristics
of the dramatic personas in the novel relevant to the topic of discussion. For instance,
the writer found that there were two prominent characteristics of Bruno that brought
light to discussing institutional cruelty in the novel: adventurousness and naivety.
Meanwhile, in the analysis of the second problem, the writer tried to provide
evidences indicating that institutional cruelty is indeed narrated in the story. The
writer found that there were two techniques of narration used in the novel, i.e.
censorship and word pun. Lastly, the writer used his findings in the analysis of the
characters to see how the development of the characters induced meanings on the
narration of institutional cruelty in the story of Bruno.
xi
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ABSTRAK
Widyatmoko, Gideon. Telling Institutional Cruelty to Children through
Literature: a Study on John Boyne’s The Boy in the Stripped Pajamas.
Yogyakarta: Jurusan Sastra Inggris, Fakultas Sastra, Universitas Sanata Dharma,
2011.
Sastra anak, memiliki target pembaca yang lebih khusus, yaitu anak dibawah
12 tahun. Hal ini menciptakan standar sendiri untuk membatasi mana yang cocok dan
yang tidak untuk dibaca oleh anak-anak. Jumlah bacaan yang sesuai untuk anak-anak
pun tidak sebanyak untuk dewasa. Dalam The Boy in the Stripped Pajamas karya
John Boyne, novel yang oleh pengarangnya ditujukan sebagai sastra anak, dilihat
oleh penulis mengandung tema kekejaman institusional yang dilakukan oleh Nazi
semasa Perang Dunia Kedua di Jerman. Penulis melihat tema ini kurang sesuai untuk
dibaca oleh anak-anak. Oleh sebab itu, penulis merasa tertantang untuk melihat
teknik John Boyne menceritakan kekejaman Nazi di dalam novelnya.
Di analisis pertama, penulis menggambarkan beberapa tokoh di dalam novel
yang memiliki hubungan erat dengan kekejaman institusional. Dalam analis kedua,
penulis menjabarkan teknik yang digunakan oleh pengarang untuk menceritakan
kekejaman institusional. Dengan menggunakan beberapa bukti di analisis pertama,
penulis kemudian menghubungkan semua tokoh dengan kekejaman institusional dan
bagaimana tokoh-tokoh tersebut menunjukkan itu.
Metode yang digunakan oleh penulis untuk menjawab rumusan masalah di
skripsi ini adalah studi pustaka. Penulis menggunakan buku referensi yang
berhubungan dengan teori yang digunakan untuk menganalisa novel ini. Penulis juga
menggunakan beberapa sumber dari internet untuk mendukung analisis, khususnya
untuk tinjauan penelitian yang berhubungan dengan skripsi ini. Pendekatan Sejarah
Lama diterapkan untuk menghubungkan runtutan kejadian yang muncul di novel
dengan fakta sejarahnya, dengan menitik beratkan pada karya, bukan pada kejadian
sejarahnya.
Analisis deskriptif pada tokoh di novel digunakan untuk mencari sifat tokoh
yang nantinya berperan pada penarasian kekejaman institusional. Dalam analisis,
penulis membagi dua kelompok tokoh yang berada dalam sistem kekejaman
institusional, yaitu Keluarga Bruno dan Orang Sekitaran Keluarga Bruno. Penulis
kemudian beralih pada dramatisasi yang hadir di novel yang berhubungan dengan
topik diskusi. Semisal, dua sifat Bruno yang paling menonjol untuk diarahkan pada
wacana kekejaman institusional, yaitu naif dan petualang. Di analisis kedua, penulis
mencoba menghadirkan bukti yang mengindikasikan bahwa kekejaman institusional
dinarasikan di dalam cerita. Penulis menemukan ada dua teknik penarasian yang
digunakan di novel, seperti penyensoran dan permainan kata. Terakhir, penulis
memakai hasil analisis tokoh untuk melihat bagaimana perkembangan tokoh
mencipta makna dalam narasi kekejaman institusional di kisah Bruno.
xii
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

This chapter contains the background of the study, objective of the study,
problem formulation, and definition of terms. The background of the study
explains about the reason why the writer chooses the primary data which is John
Boyne’s novel, The Boy in the Striped Pajamas. The objective of the study deals
with the purpose of this research. Problem formulation is the questions discussed
in the study. The definition of terms explains about the terms used in this study so
that they will not cause any misunderstandings.

A. Background of the Study
History has been written in literature for more than centuries ago.
Although literary works deals with history, they still cannot be used as historical
documents that reveal the factual events. Literary works which write about history
can be categorized as historical fiction. As explained by Rebecca J. Lukens in her
book A Critical Handbook of Children’s Literature, an author has to turn fact into
fiction by combining imagination with fact because history is the presentation of
fact. One of many ways for the author of historical fiction to combine imagination
and history is by describing the details of the story that fit to the historical fiction.
For example, details about the costumes of each character must fit to the fact.
(1995: 14)

1
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There are many of literary works that can be categorized as historical
fictions. For example is The Buru Quartet which was written by an Indonesian
writer, Pramoedya Ananta Toer. The setting of the novel is in Indonesia during
Dutch colonial times. Another example comes from the classic era, Julius Caesar
by William Shakespeare. Julius Caesar takes setting during the rule of Julius
Caesar in Roma, the story centered on the life of Julius Caesar. From another
different era, comes Schindler’s List which takes Second World War in Germany
as the setting. The story is about the struggle of Mr. Schindler who tries to help
the Jews survive from the Nazi’s cruelty. The last example of the historical fiction
comes from John Boyne with his novel The Boy in the Striped Pajamas. Similar to
Schindler’s List, the novel The Boy in the Striped Pajamas takes setting during the
Second World War. The novel which was written by an Irish writer, John Boyne,
will be the object of this study.
The Boy in the Striped Pajamas was published in 2006 and since then, it
won many awards such as two Irish Book Awards, The Bisto Book of the Year,
and the other international awards. Other achievements were hosted more than 80
weeks in top position in Ireland, topped the New York Times Bestseller List,
became the bestselling book in Spain during 2007 and 2008, and also sold more
than 5 million copies worldwide. Its popularity attracted one of major production
house in Hollywood, Miramax, to retell the story in a motion picture. In 2008 the
movie with same title directed by Mark Herman was released and then won
Audience Choice Award in Chicago International Film Festival.
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The story of the novel itself is about Bruno, a son of military commandant
who makes friend with Shmuel, a Jewish boy who lives in camp near his house.
Actually the family of the commandant had forbidden the boy playing around the
camp, but the boy‘s boredom and adventurous instinct encourages him to break
the limitation. The story is narrated by the omniscient narrator through the
military commandant 9-year-old son. As it is mentioned before, this novel takes
setting during the Second World War and, it indicates that this novel uses history
as the background of the story, therefore, this novel is categorized as a historical
fiction.
History noted a lot of events in Second World War, and the event that fits
in this novel is the Holocaust. In The Nazi German’s Sourcebook an Anthology of
Text, Roderick and Winkle stated that Holocaust is the systematic murder of the
Jews (2002: 329). If we look to the story of the novel, the military commandant
will be fit for the Nazi commandant. The camp where the Jewish boy lives fits to
the Auschwitz. In The Holocaust Encyclopedia, Walter Laqueur described
Auschwitz as the concentration camp that belongs to German which was located
in Poland and used to concentrate the Jews in one place to be murdered later
(2001: 32).
Speaking of Holocaust and Auschwitz will never be completed without
tracing back to its founder. Founder here means the institution which made those
two historical moments appears, Nazi. Nazi is a social party in German which
believed that the Aryan is the best race in the world, and the other races are
disgrace and have to be demolished. The very first target is Jews, it is in the First
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World War, Jews fight for both side and it made Germany lose. Auschwitz is the
media and Holocaust is the event. All of these aspects involve in the novel.
The writer of this study believes that The Boy in the Striped Pajamas takes
a contrasting situation between the dark history of humanity and the life of a 9year-old boy as the center of the story. John Boyne as the author of the novel takes
a character of a young boy to depict the Nazi’s cruelty which is notorious in the
whole world. This is the writer’s point of interest in composing the research, how
the author delivers cruelty that causing the death of millions Jews through the
children’s point of view.
The very last paragraph will lead us to the children literature and how the
novel The Boy in the Striped Pajamas is categorized as a children literature.
Researchers from Nitre compose a book entitled Children’s and Juvenile
Literature which contains their study on the children’s literature. Ivana Bobulová,
Silvia Pokrivčáková, Eva Preložníková, and Irena Pribylová in the book stated that
children’s literature is literary work that is written especially for children ages one to
sixteen. It has many characteristics like it uses children’s point of view, the main
character is in children’s age because the readers prefer the character with the same
age as them, and the language is based on the children’s speech with simple syntax
(2003: 10).
What makes The Boy in the Striped Pajamas become a children literature is,
first of all, the intention of the author to make a book for children. From the
transcription downloaded from http://www.dublincitypubliclibraries.com/johnboyne-transcript, he clearly stated that The Boy in the Striped Pajamas is his first
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children book. In addition, the author states that this novel fits to the characteristics
of the children’s literature. For example the use of the children’s point of view, and
the children characters. It is suitable with the characteristic of children’s literature.
The writer of the study conducts the research on children’s literature for
several reasons. First of all, the studies on children’s literature are not frequently
conducted in English Letters Departement of Sanata Dharma University. Secondly, it
has a spesific target readers, who are children. Moreover, the writer has an interest in
cruelty conducted by Nazi that depicted in this novel. Nazi’s cruelty in this novel is
categorized as the institutional cruelty. In brief, institutional cruelty is cruelty that
lasts for a very long time and its practice is systematic. This kind of cruelty is
delivered through a child point of view. The Nazi’s cruelty is considered as
a sensitive theme for specific target readers such children, since it involves a savage
history of German that may misguide the young readers. Despite the historical
background provided in his novel, the author uses a certain literary aesthetic
technique in order to give the young readers an appropriate book for their age to
read.

B. Problem Formulation
The problems that the writer tried to answer in the analysis can be
formulated as follows.
1. How are the characters depicted in the novel?
2. How is institutional cruelty presented in the novel?
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C. Objective of the Study
The main objective of this study is to reveal how The Boy in the Striped
Pajamas as a children’s literature delivers Nazi’s institutional cruelty. Specifically,
the objective of this study is to answer the two questions stated in the problem
formulation. As in the first problem, this study has the aim to identify the
characteristics of the characters in the novel and for the second problem, this
study has the aims: firstly, to prove that the institutional cruelty does exist in this
story; secondly to indicate how the institutional cruelty is responded by the
characters in the novel; thirdly to explicate how the novel, as a children literature,
technically delivers its messages to its target readers.

D. Definition of Terms
In interpreting certain terms, which are used in this study, it is very
possible that every person has his or her own interpretation. Therefore, to avoid
any misunderstandings, some terms in this study will be explained.

1. Institutional Cruelty
In Encyclopedia of Ethics, Institutional Cruelty is the activity of hurting
sentient being for a long period of time. The victimizers usually have a greater
political power than to the victims (1992: 229).
2. Children’s Literature
Children literature is literary works made for children. Not necessarily
written by children, but the works purposed to be read for children. In order to
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make a children’s literature, the author has to choose a certain literary elements
that fit for children’s age, meaning that it differs children’s literature from the
adult literature.
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CHAPTER II
THEORETICAL REVIEW

This chapter consists of review of related studies, review of related
theories and theoretical framework. Review of related study presents the review of
the study by Dr. Sue Page and commentary from the Rabbi Benjamin Blech.
Review of related theories presents theory of characters, theory of institutional
cruelty, theory of children’s literature, and brief review on Nazi’s Holocaust.
Theoretical framework describes the contribution of the theories in solving the
problem of the study.

A. Review of Related Studies
This part contains a review of essay from Dr. Sue Page entitled Vaseline
on the Lens: Contemporary representations of the Holocaust in Children
Literature and a commentary from Rabbi Benjamin Blech. The study is chosen
because it has the same point of interest with this research, the holocaust in
children’s literature. While the commentary is chosen because it criticizes the
novel used in this research, The Boy in the Striped Pajamas.
In Vaseline on the Lens: Contemporary representations of the Holocaust
in Children Literature, Dr. Sue page started with his hypothesis that realistic
fictions for young people these days has less boundaries. Meaning that the content
of a literary works are more confronting, but not for the holocaust fictions. He
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regrets the soften approach the authors gave to the readers, in fact it is an author
responsibility to mediate the reality through the writing. He afraid the soften
approach will misleading the young readers in see the history. Society now sets
high level of protection for children in looking back the genocide of Jews. Dr. Sue
Page then in this study examines the differences of the Holocaust fictions for the
young readers from recent generations and the previous generations. The books
Dr. Sue Page will compare are The Boy in the Striped Pajamas which published in
2006 and The Silver Swords which published in 1956. Dr. Sue takes these books
because both books have the same age of the major characters, between 9 and 11.
Dr. Page thinks that the naïve character of The Boy in the Striped Pajamas
is the media for the author to protect young readers from the theme of holocaust.
John Boyne as the author of the novel seen as the representation of parents who
tend to think that story of holocaust will traumatize the children. The protection of
holocaust theme for young readers will make the parents feel safe, because parents
do not have enough knowledge on the event so they can not explain to their kids
about holocaust. This makes the self-censorship from the author and the editor of
the novel seen as the way to make the buyers feel safe in consuming the literary
works.
Contrasting from The Boy in the Striped Pajamas, The Silver Swords
which written by Ian Serraillier and published in 1956 depicts the historical story
more realistic. Though it is a fiction, it has a precocious chronological time event.
This novel published not long after the end of Second World War, so the young
readers at that time still familiar with the Holocaust. The society at that time
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believes that the young readers have to understand the event of Second World
War as what really happened.
At the end of the study, Dr. Sue Page conclude that the society nowadays
intentionally provide historical shift and disservice both victims of the Holocaust
and the young readers. Still there is a belief that parents don’t want children have
knowledge about that events.
The second review for this research is a commentary from Rabbi Benjamin
Blech. He gave critical correction toward the setting of the story. He tended to
think that The Boy in the Striped Pajamas make a false historical event by
believing that there were no children age 9 in Auschwitz. This is contrasting with
what John Boyne wrote in his novel.
By reviewing the study by Dr. Sue Page and critical commentary by Rabbi
Benjamin Blech, the writer of this study will not oppose or support both reviews.
The writer placed his study only in narrating technique of John Boyne delivering
the theme institutional cruelty in children literature, specifically through the
characters.

B. Review of Related Theories
1. Theory of Character
In Introduction to Fiction, Robert Stanton stated that there are some ways
to analyze the characters in literary works. First is through the name of character.
Sometimes the name of certain characters will tell readers what kind of
personality they have. Second is by the author’s direct description and
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commentaries upon the characters. Third is shown by others characters in the
novel, both other minor and major characters. It also can be seen from the
differences of a character toward another character. Fourth is by seeing through
the attitude or behavior of the character, because every action and statements are
not just used in plot development, but also as the manifestation of the characters
itself (1965: 54).
The theory of character and characterization by Stanton is also agreed by
Rebecca J. Lukens in her book A Critical Handbook of Children’s Literature.
Both have the same view on how the author defines the characters, but she adds
another point that characters also can be seen through their appearances (1995:
41).

2. Theory of Cruelty
Phillip P. Hallie in Encyclopedia of Ethic stated that Cruelty is the
activity of hurting living things which can happen without the spilling of blood
and often lied in the depth of human dignity. In the analysis of cruelty, usually the
feelings of the victims became the center of it, and it clear that cruelty become the
matter of relationship, between the victims and the victimizers. (1992: 229)
Cruelty is divided into two types, personal and institutional. Personal
cruelty takes place in more isolated area, like the cruelty of a husband toward the
wife inside the bedroom, and has little or nothing to do with public authority.
Institutional cruelty can occur for a very long time until the victimizers do not
realize that they are committing cruelty. Hallie gives example of institutional
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cruelty in systematic torture and murders committed by German government
toward Jews during the Second World War. Institutional cruelty often involves a
large gap of political power between the victims and the victimizers. Considering
the characteristics of institutional cruelty, it will be the focus of this research.
(1992: 230).

3. Theory of Children’s Literature
In the book Children’s Literature in the Elementary School, Charlotte S.
Huck with Susan Hepler and Janet Hickman state that children’s literature can be
defined as a book which is read by children. But, the book for children can not be
always seen as children’s literature, because the content of children’s literature
itself is limited by the experience and understanding of the young readers
themselves. In advance, children’s literature has to reflect the emotions and the
experiences of children. In conclusion, children’s literature is a literary work that
employs children’s point of view as the main story (1987: 4-6).
There are several characteristics in children’s literature which differ it from
adult literature as written in Children’s and Juvenile Literature by Ivana
Bobulová, Silvia Pokrivčáková, Eva Preložníková, and Irena Pribylová. First is the
point of view in the story applied in the story is children’s point of view. The author
has to write its work on the basis of children psychology development. Second, the
literary work has dynamic story and simple descriptions. Third, the moral lesson of
the story is easily understood for the young readers. Fourth, the major characters of
the story are at children’s age, and there is a clear description that the main
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characters need partners more than they need adult figure. Fifth, the language used in
the literary works using language of children’s age with simple syntax and dictions.
Sixth, since the nature of children’s needs are playing, it is very common that the
story contains fantasy, imagination, and nonsense (2003: 10).
In addition to the characteristics mentioned above, Rebecca J. Lukens in her
book A Critical Handbook of Children’s Literature also describe the style as literary
elements that can be use in children’s literature. Some of the devices in style are
connotation, imagery, figurative language, hyperbole, understatement, allusions,
symbol, and puns and wordplay (1995: 153-158).
There are several genres in children’s literature itself, for this research
on John Boyne’s The Boy in the Striped Pajamas, the most appropriate genre is
historical realism. Lukens explained that historical realism is a work which
employed past event as the setting of time. This can be shown with the details of
costumes, details of the place, and even the details of the characters which
representing the era of the past time. Lukens also added that “a well written
historical fiction often rouses within the reader question that begs to be answered:
How much of this is true?” (1995: 15)

4. Review of Nazi’s Holocaust
a. The Origin of Nazi
As written in The Holocaust Encyclopedia, Adolf Hitler, later became the
leader of Nazi, joined German Worker’s Party in 1919 and a year after that, he
changed the name of the party into National Socialist German Worker’s Party
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(Nationalsozialistiche Deutsche Arbeiterpartei or N.S.D.A.P), or Nazi for short.
He also found the symbol and the color for Nazi, and by the end of 1920, Nazi had
more than 3.000 members. On July 29, 1921, Adolf Hitler officially became the
Fuhrer of the Nazi Party.
There was an election in German on March 5, 1933, and after the election,
Nazi began a systematic took over the state government throughout Germany.
Later, Adolf Hitler turned his attention to the driving force which had propelled
him into politics in the first place, his hatred of Jews.
b. Jews in Concentration Camp
Hitler believed that Jews in Germany and Nazi-occupied Europe were a
threat to German victory in war as he had experienced from the First World War.
Nazi then make made a move by building ghettos for Jews and barely gave them
food. Slowly, Jews in ghettos died, and it was Nazi’s plan.
After the use of ghettos, Nazi moved Jews to Auschwitz. Auschwitz was a
German concentration camp for capturing Jews, located in Poland. It is about 60
kilometers west of the city of Krakow.
During the summer of 1941, shooting was only the method to kill all the
people. It was before more Jews were sent to the camp, and then they should find
an effective way to kill all the Jews. The used of hydrogen cyanide, a potent gas
that was stock for fumigation to poison a group of Soviet prisoners, found as the
most effective way in killing the Jews. The first gassing of Jewish was in midFebruary 1942. An SS-man made a speech to them about their having to take a
shower before being assigned to work.
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The mass murder of Jews in Auschwitz is known in history as Holocaust.
There were 6 million Jews died in the Holocaust, a million and a half of them
were children, and most of them were under 15 (2001: 32).

C. Theoretical Framework
This part will explicate the contribution of the theories applied in this
analysis. The writer uses the theory of character, theory of cruelty, theory of
children’s literature, and also review of Nazi’s Holocaust, in order to answer the
problem formulated in this study. The distribution of theories will be explained in
following paragraphs.
The writer uses theory of character to get a better understanding of the
characters in the novel that related to this study. Using that theory, the writer will
be able to explicate the nature of the characters in the novel. The theory of
character will be used in answering the first question in problem formulation
Theory of cruelty is used to describe the institutional cruelty happening in
this novel, especially in describing the system of institutional cruelty. This theory
will be used in answering second question in problem formulation.
Theory of children’s literature will also be used in answering the second
question in problem formulation. The characteristics of children’s literature used
in explaining the specific technique of presentation of institutional cruelty in the
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novel. While the genre of children’s literature, will be used to relate the fiction to
the fact.
The review of Nazi’s Holocaust is employed as additional information that
becomes the fact in the background of the novel. This review is used to relate the
fiction to the fact.
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CHAPTER III
METHODOLOGY

This chapter consists of object of the study which is the novel The Boy in
the Striped Pajamas, approach of the study which explains the use of approach in
analyzing the novel, and method of the study which explains the steps taken in
doing the analysis.

A. Object of the Study
The writer of this study will analyze the novel The Boy in the Striped
Pajamas as its main object. The Boy in the Striped Pajamas is a novel written by
an Irish writer, John Boyne. The writer of the study uses the first edition of the
novel which published by David Fickling Books in 2006. In the first page of the
novel, John Boyne himself named his novel as a fable. Fable is a short moral story
and it often appears with animal characters. Instead of using the animal characters,
John Boyne using human characters who are 9-year-old boys as the major
characters in this novel.
John Boyne had written many novels, they are The Thief of Time, The
Congress of Rough Riders, Crippen, Next of Kin, Mutiny on the Bounty, The
House of Special Purpose, The Second Child, The Darp, and The Boy in the
Striped Pajamas. Among many novels he wrote, The Boy in the Striped Pajamas
is the most popular and published into more than 50 different languages. His
works received good comments, including this novel. This is one of the comments
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for the Boy in the Striped Pajamas by The Oxford Times: “A memorable and
moving story”. The novel also made John Boyne won some rewards like Curtis
Brown Award and won People’s Choice of the year in Irish Book Award. The
popularity of this novel attracted Miramax studio to translate the story into a
motion picture. The movie then released in 2008 with Mark Herman as the
director.
The story of the novel tells about a young boy named Bruno, whose father
is working with Nazi during World War II. Bruno’s family has to move from
Berlin to an area near a concentration camp for Jews. There is nothing much to do
for Bruno at that place, until one day he meets a friend from a camp. They only
talk to each other is at the fence since Bruno cannot cross the fence.
Bruno is depicted as an innocent boy who does not know what really
happens in his family. He knows that his father works for Nazi, but he does not
know what the Nazi do. He knows that his friend in the striped pajamas and all
other Jews live in across the fence, but he does not know that they are being
captured. He knows that his friend is getting thinner from day to day, but he does
not know that it is because Jews in the camp does not get any food.
One day, Bruno crosses the fence to do some exploration. He is curious of
what he might find, he has no idea at all. Until he comes to the camp, and it is
really different from what he had thought before.
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B. Approach of the Study
For this research, the writer uses Old Historicism approach. The concept of
Old Historicism in the book Literary Criticism: An Introduction to Theory and
Practice by Charles E. Bressler is that the history in background of the novel only
serves as a secondary focus in analysis. This historical background still can be
seen as historical events that really occur in reality without the date and the name
of the events explicitly written in the works.
This approach will be fit for this research because this research does not
focus on the historical background that appears in The Boy in the Striped
Pajamas. The historical text serves only to shed light on the object of the primary
concern which is the novel itself. (1999: 237)

C. Method of the Study
The method of the study used in this study is library research. The writer
gathered the data by reading books and doing research in analyzing the novel. The
primary data is the novel The Boy in the Stripped Pajamas by John Boyne. The
secondary data are the books related to the theories that are being used in this
study, historical data which contained the information of Nazi and Holocaust, the
transcription of John Boyne’s interview, and other studies related to the works.
In doing this study, the writer applied some steps. The first step was
reading the novel The Boy in Striped Pajamas thoroughly. So that the writer
achieved a good understanding about what the novel tells about. Then, the writers
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decided the topic to be analyzed. Next step after deciding the topic for this study,
the writer collected the data related to the topic.
Next step was formulating the problem formulation. In relation to the
problem formulation, then the writer will analyze the characters in the novel using
the theory of character. After that the writer will analyze the institutional cruelty
that appears in the novel. After done those steps, the writer will drew conclusion
for the result of the whole analysis.
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CHAPTER IV
ANALYSIS

This research is to analyze institutional cruelty that appears in the novel
The Boy in the Striped Pajamas. In order to analyze the institutional cruelty, the
writer will answer the questions formulated in the first chapter. The first question
is about how the characters in the novel are depicted, and the second question is
about how the characters present the institutional cruelty. The writer will explore
the novel by elaborating the answer based on the order of the problem
formulation.

A. The Depiction of Characters in the Novel
This part is to discuss the characters in the novel. The characters analyzed
in this research are all characters that appear in the novel. It is done so because
later this character-analysis will be used for the depiction of the institutional
cruelty, and each character has its own unique characteristics that represent the
institutional cruelty appearing in the novel.
The writer will divide the characters into two groups. The first group is
“Bruno’s family”, which consists of Bruno, Father, Mother, Gretel, Grandfather,
and Grandmother. The second group is “People around Bruno’s Family” which
consists of Shmuel, Lieutenant Kotler, The Fury, and Herr Liszt. The writer uses
such technique of division is not without reason. Inevitably, Bruno, the main
character of the novel, is the core of the story. The story goes in the same pace
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with this main character. Moreover, the story develops from Bruno’s Family. The
reason why the writer chooses to separate characters belonging to Bruno’s Family
from those who are not is because the writer would like to make a clear distinction
about how this main character is influenced by factors coming from his ‘closest’
people and from people that do not have any blood relationship with him. Note
that the writer names the characters outside Bruno’s family as “People around
Bruno’s Family”. The choice of the word around here is motivational. It means
that these ‘people’, though not belonging to Bruno’s family, indeed bring
considerable influences to Bruno, as a character. In fact, some of them play key
roles to the dynamicity of the story.

1. Bruno’s Family
The characters included in this group are Bruno, the main character
himself, and those narrated as having a blood-relationship with him, i.e. Father,
Mother,

Gretel,

Grandfather,

and

Grandmother.

The

analysis

of

the

characterizations in this part is aimed to see how each character brings influences
to the main character Bruno. This is because, again, Bruno is the main character
whose perspectives and experiences generate the development of the story. For
this aim, the writer designs the descriptive analysis for this group of characters in
an order that puts Bruno as the core-point. The analysis will start from Mother and
Father. Then it goes further to Gretel, Bruno’s sister, and Grandmother and
Grandfather. It ends with a longer remark describing the characteristics of Bruno,
how the people in his family influence him, and the way Bruno looks at them.
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a. Mother and Father: Loud and Louder
Mother is the lady of the family. In the story, she is narrated as a woman
who has a great compassion to her family and really knows how to deal with
them. One example which shows Mother’s fluency in dealing with her son, Bruno,
can be presented here.
“Now, you don’t have to worry, Bruno,” said Mother, sitting down in the
chair where the beautiful blonde woman who had come to dinner with the
Fury had sat and waved at him when Father closed the doors. “In fact if
anything it’s going to be a great adventure” (2006: 3).
This dialog is done at the time Bruno finds out that the people in the house
are busy with packing things up. Bruno, rather panic, asks Mother what is going
on. Mother has to explain that the family is moving to another place. Bruno
responds to this fact with a panic and restless attitude. At this point, Mother, who
knows that Bruno loves adventurous things, attempts to calm him down by telling
him that the journey they would make to their new place could be “a great
adventure”.
In the family, Mother is the second authority. Her place is under her
husband, the Father, who is the ultimate decision maker for the family. As a wife,
Mother tries her best to keep pace with her husband. Thus, when her husband’s
military career oblige the family to move from their lovely house in Berlin to a
desolate place unknown most of the family members in Out With, Mother, in the
spirit of being supportive to her husband’s career, affirms the obligation. She also
tries to give the most reasonable and comforting explanation to her son regarding
the fact that the family has to move and leave the house they adore.
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The way Mother explains to Bruno about the cause of their moving out
from Berlin clearly shows how supportive she is to her husband’s professional
career.
“Your father’s job,” explained Mother. “You know how important it is, don’t
you?”
“Yes, of course,” said Bruno (2006: 3-4).
“It’s a very important job,” said Mother, hesitating for a moment. “A job that
needs a very special man to do it. You can understand that, can’t you?”
“And we all have to go too?” asked Bruno.
“Of course we do,” said Mother. “You wouldn’t want Father to go to his new
job on his own and be lonely there, would you?
“I suppose not,” said Bruno.
“Father would miss us all terribly if we weren’t with him,” she added (2006:
5).
Note how Mother puts significant emphasis on the Father’s job. She repeatedly
use the job-related phrases such as your father’s job, a very important job, a job
that needs a very special man to do it, and his new job to rationalize why Bruno
should also be supportive, just like her, to the Father’s career.
Nonetheless, it turns out that Mother does realize that her decision to
support her husband in moving out from Berlin is risky. She herself actually is
doubtful that the family will have the same happy life in the new place as they
have had in their former house. The indication of this problem can be identified
from the incident described in the quotation below.
Bruno went up the stairs slowly towards his room, but before going inside he
looked back down towards the ground floor and saw Mother entering
Father’s office, which faced the dining room – and was Out Of Bounds At
All Times And No Exceptions – and heard her speaking loudly to him until
Father spoke louder than Mother could and that put a stop to their
conversation (2006:10).
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This indicates that, in the conversation between Mother and Father in the Father’s
office, there is an argument, probably regarding their moving out from Berlin.
One interesting clue that can be derived from the incident is about the way
Father “put a stop to their conversation”. Pay attention to how the comparative
adjective louder is used to contrast with the phrase speaking loudly. Mother
speaks loudly to the Father, and the Father replies with a louder voice, and the
conversation stops, meaning that the conversation is concluded by the Father. He
is the one who puts the decision to the argument since he has ‘a louder voice’.
From this we may entail that Father is the ultimate authority in the family,
indicated by the symbol “a louder voice”.
In fact, “a louder voice” is indeed what constructs the characterization of
Father. There are several evidences throughout the novel which strengthen this
idea. One of them is presented by the narrator of the story from the point of view
of Bruno.
Father held a hand in the air, which immediately caused the other men to fall
silent. It was as if he was the conductor of a barbershop quartet.
“Gentlemen,” he said, and this time Bruno could make out every word
because there had never been a man born who was more capable of being
heard from one side of the room to the other than Father (2006:43).
The background of the situation depicted in the quotation above is Bruno’s
eavesdropping the conversation happening in the meeting held in the Father’s
office with several other officers. The remarks made by those officers cannot be
captured clearly by Bruno’s ears. He just understands several chunks of sentences.
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However, when the time comes for Father to speak “Bruno could make out every
word” because the voice is clear and loud.
There is also an evidence from which we can understand that the loudness
of Father’s voice indicates his superiority to his minors.
“Oh, but Switzerland’s a beautiful country,” said Mother quickly. “I haven’t
ever been there, I admit, but from what I hear – ”
“He can’t be very old, your father,” said Father, his deep voice silencing
them all (2006:146).
This dialog happens when the family is having dinner, with Lieutenant Koetler, a
young officer, joining them. The conversation starts by Koetler’s telling the family
about his father, a professor of literature in a university, who left the country to
Switzerland. Note how Father interrupts Mother’s response to Koetler. What is
interesting is the way the phrase “his deep voice”, a characteristic of Father, is
followed by “silencing them all”. The word “them” refers to the other participants
of the dinner. The fact that Father interrupts Mother’s unfinished remark with his
“deep voice” which is suddenly “silencing them all” shows the superiority Father
has over other people in the house.
Another thing that characterizes the trait of Father is his fondness of
“ground rules”. First of all, this trait can be justifiably understood considering his
professional career as a military commandant. Apparently, his fondness of
“ground rules” is not only applied limitedly in his professional field of work. He
also puts it in practice in his house. One example affirming this can be seen in the
following quotations.
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“Then there are a number of ground rules which need to be set down before
we begin.” Father was a big believer in ground rules. Whenever there was a
special or important occasion in the house, more of them were created
(2006:119).
“And when Mother and I are at dinner with the Fury, you are both to remain
in your rooms very quietly. There is to be no running around, no sliding
down banisters” – and here he looked very deliberately at Bruno – “and no
interrupting us. Is that understood? I don’t want either of you causing chaos”
(2006:120)
The backdrop of these two quotations is the event when, one night, the leader of
the country, Father’s chief, the Fury, is about to have dinner with Bruno’s family.
In order to impress the Fury with the orderliness of the house, Father sets down
several ground rules to be obediently followed by his two children, Bruno and
Gretel.
In fact, the last point of the ground rules created that night is actually the
one applied formally in the house: “no interrupting”. Quite frequently in the novel
do appear evidences depicted how Bruno is frustrated by the house’s maxim of
communication. Interruptions are not allowed to be committed by the children.
Moreover, interruptions are not to be done by one that is more inferior, in terms of
authority, than the other. Thus, it goes like this: Father, the ultimate authority of
the house, may interrupt everyone in the house, including Mother, since she is the
second; meanwhile, Bruno and Gretel are not in the privilege of doing
interruptions towards both of their parents, though it does not work the other way
around. Let us pay attention to these quotations below to see these facts.
“I’m afraid so,” said Mother, nodding her head sadly. “Your father’s job
is–”
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“But what about school?” said Bruno, interrupting her, a thing he knew he
was not supposed to do… “And what about Karl and Daniel and Martin?
How will they know where I am when we want to do things together?”
“You’ll have to say goodbye to your friends for the time being, said
Mother. “…And don’t interrupt your mother when she’s talking, please,” she
added, for although this was strange and unpleasant news, there was
certainly no need for Bruno to break the rules of politeness which he had
been taught (2006:7).
“I wonder if you are being very brave,” he said quietly after a moment, as if
he was debating the matter in his head, “rather than merely disrespectful.
Perhaps that’s not such a bad thing.”
“I didn’t mean–”
“But you will be quite now,” said Father, raising his voice and interrupting
him because none of the rules of normal family life ever applied to him
(2006:51).
So that is Mother and Father, the two authority of the house – the loud and
the louder. The description of these characters is not going to be discussed in this
part of analysis. It will be placed in the same platform with the analysis of the
second problem formulation since the depiction of the characters, just like other
dramatic personas in the novel, is relevant to the answering of the second
problem.
b. Gretel: the Hopeless Case
Gretel is Bruno’s 12-year-old older sister. Due to her attitude and
treatment over Bruno, Bruno makes up a certain naming for her, that is, the
Hopeless Case.
Bruno still had to put up with Gretel being less than friendly to him
whenever she was in the bad mood, which was more often than not because
she was the Hopeless Case (2006:95).
Gretel often has disagreements with her little brother, except for one thing,
the family decision to move from Berlin to Out-with due to Father’s new
assignment. It can be seen from the citation below.
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‘That’s all right then,’ said Bruno. ‘As long as it’s just for the foreseeable
future and not for a month. I hate it here.’
Gretel looked at her little brother and found herself agreeing with him for
once. ‘I know what you mean,’ she said. ‘It’s not very nice, is it?’ (2006:
24).
The conversation between Gretel and Bruno above happened just after whole
family arrived to Out-With. Many of the good memories, like friends and their
beautiful house had to be left behind in Berlin, and that makes Gretel tends to
dislike living in Out-with. Although she is agreed with Bruno, she still gives a
chance to enjoying their new house. By noticing the term ‘hate’ used by Bruno
and ‘not very nice’ by herself, indicates that she can be tolerant toward what she
can not control. This can also be an indication that Gretel is more mature than
Bruno.
Gretel’s maturity then is often misused by her own habit looking down at
Bruno. She always considers Bruno still younger than his real age. She also like to
make fun of Bruno in front of her three best friend and then in front of Lieutenant
Kotler. It then makes her three best friends also joined Gretel in making fun of
Bruno.
She had some very unpleasant friends too, who seemed to think that it was
clever to make fun of him, a thing he never would have done if he had
been three years older than her. All Gretel’s unpleasant friends seemed to
enjoy nothing more than torturing him and said nasty things to him
whenever Mother or Maria were nowhere in sight. (2006: 22)
Not only in front of her friends, she still underestimates Bruno in front of
Lieutenant Kotler too, whom she tries to impress.
‘You’ll have to forgive my younger brother, Kurt,’ said Gretel to
Lieutenant Kotler. ‘He’s only nine, you know’ (2006: 72).
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The last quotation happens when Bruno comes toward Gretel and Lieutenant
Kotler while they are having a deep conversation outside the house. Another
occasion happens during the whole family having dinner with Lieutenant Kotler
as a guest.
‘You’ll have to forgive my brother, Lieutenant Kotler,’ said Gretel, laying
a hand on his arm for a moment, which made Mother stare at her and
narrow her eyes. ‘He’s a very ignorant little boy’ (2006: 144).
From the citation it can be concluded that Gretel used Bruno to make herself look
better and give her a good impression.
c. Grandmother and Grandfather
Grandmother was once an actress who then retired. She expects one of her
grandchildren inherit her sense of art. The efforts to make her grandchildren loves
arts is by arranging a performance act in some special occasions like birthday
party or Christmas for them.
Grandmother liked to think that Bruno or Gretel would follow her onto the
stage, and every Christmas and at every birthday party she would devise a
small play for the three of them to perform for Mother, Father, and
Grandfather. (2006: 88)
Her effort by holding a performance acts to be performed in front of the entire
family can be seen as her attempt to make the family familiar with arts. She then
feels that her efforts are just a waste because her only son, Father, then become a
commandant who had to follow any orders from the authority. Father
disappointed her a lot, it can be seen from the citation below.
After dinner had been served, and after she and Gretel and Bruno had
performed their latest production, she sat down sadly in one of the
armchairs and looked at Father, shaking her head as if he were a huge
disappointment to her.
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‘I wonder – is this where I went wrong with you, Ralf?’ she said. ‘I
wonder if all the performances I made you give as a boy led you to this.
Dressing up like a puppet on a string’ (2006: 90).
The situation above happen in the party not long since Father appointed to be a
commandant. She feels failed in teaching him and by noticing the expression
“puppet on a string” pointing at Father, being a commandant is not like what she
expected. But his disappointment is not supported by Grandfather.
Grandfather is very proud after knowing that his son appointed as the
commandant. Even before being appointed as commandant, he is already proud of
him.
‘I remember when the Great War began,’ said Grandfather proudly,
starring into the fire and shaking his head. ‘I remember you coming home
to tell us how you had joined up and I was sure that you would come to
harm.’ (2006: 91)
The citation above shows that there is a great difference between Grandfather and
Grandmother. Despite all of the contraries between them, they still live as one
family. Grandmother’s dislike to the military where Father works is understood by
the other members of the family. The other member of the family here is included
Mother who lately knows what her mother-in-law really wants and does not want.
There were a lot of wreaths delivered to the church and Father was proud
of the fact that one of them had been sent by the Fury, but when Mother
heard she said that Grandmother would turn in her grave if she knew it
was there. (2006: 177).
The Fury here is the person who Father responsible to, and it means that the Fury
become the cause of the intrigue happens inside the family. The statement of
Mother that she will turn in her grave if she knew it was there explains that
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Mother understand the hatred of Grandmother. The entire family realize about
each other’s contradiction, but they can not do anything about it.
d. Bruno: the Naïve Explorer
There are two traits that are prominent in the characterization of Bruno, the
main character of the novel The Boys in Striped Pajamas: that he is both
adventurous and naïve. We can already sense the adventurous nature Bruno
indulges in the very first part of the story, that is, the title of first chapter of the
novel: “Bruno Makes a Discovery”. Pay attention to the diction discovery. Though
the chapter does not necessarily talk about ‘adventure’, yet the choice of word
discovery may induce meanings about Bruno’s characteristic, that is adventurous.
The word discovery is commonly and frequently used in the context of
exploration and adventure.
Another example inducing this adventurous idea of Bruno can be seen
from the way Bruno perceives his house in Berlin.
The house in Berlin was enormous, and even though he’d lived there for
nine years he was still able to find nooks and crannies that he hadn’t fully
finished exploring yet (2006:12).
In another occasion, we can also derive this trait from the urge to do some
explorations that overwhelms Bruno when he lives his life in the new house in
Out-With.
“When I was a child,” Bruno said to himself, “I used to enjoy exploring.
And that was in Berlin, where I knew everywhere and could find anything I
wanted with a blindfold on. I’ve never really done any exploring here.
Perhaps it’s time to start” (2006:99).
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Bruno’s being keen of adventures and explorations gives contribution to
his taste of reading. Instead of loving to read history or social sciences books, as
advised by his home-schooling tutor Herr Listz, he finds the enjoyment of reading
stories of adventure.
“But aren’t books important?” asked Bruno.
“Books about things that matter in the world, of course,” explained Herr
Listz. “But not story books not about things that never happened…”
“…I like stories about knights and adventures and exploring” (2006:97-98).
Considering his lack of knowledge, Bruno often gives responses to many
things naively. For example when Bruno comes home, mother asks him to pack
his things because they about to move to Out-With.
‘Mother,’ said Bruno, marching towards her, ‘what’s going on? Why is
Maria going through my things?’
‘She’s packing them,’ explained Mother.
‘Packing them?’ he asked, running quickly through the events of the
previous few days to consider whether he’d been particularly naughty or
had used those words out loud that he wasn’t allowed to use and was being
sent away because of it…
‘Why he asked then. ‘What have I done?’ (2006: 2)
Bruno does not know anything about the packing things off and moving to the
new place, so when Maria packing his things, he thought that he had made some
mistakes so he can not use his own things any more as the punishment. He does
not take a longer time to see the things with many backgrounds of causes. In the
quotation, Bruno sees this as punishment because he ever experienced it. Some
previous days when he was being naughty, he was not allowed to use a certain
things, and often the things were thrown away. As he can see it is the simplest
way to make a quick decision, and it often lead him to a misunderstanding. It
makes Bruno becomes a naïve person.
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The similar occasion appears when he and Mother talk about Herr Roller.
Herr Roller is a man with the age as Father and considered mad by Bruno.
‘You shouldn’t laugh at poor Herr Roller,’ Mother had told him one
afternoon when he had related the story of his latest escapades. ‘You have
no idea what he’s been through in his life.’
‘He’s crazy,’ Bruno said, twirling a finger in circles around the side of his
head and whistling to indicate just how crazy he thought he was. ’He went
up to a cat on the sreet the other day and invited her over for afternoon
tea.’ (2006: 68)
In Mother and Bruno conversation, Bruno talks about his experience seeing Herr
Roller having a conversation with a cat and even invites that cat to have a tea with
him. By seeing that, Bruno decides to make Herr Roller as a mad person. Mother
already tells Bruno to see Herr Roller’s life far away behind, because maybe he
has many more reasons which causing him to make such an action. This is what
Bruno did not do, seeing the background far deeper than he should do, and that
makes Bruno seeing a lot of thing naively.

2. People around Bruno’s Family
The analysis in this part is conducted to describe the characteristics of
people around Bruno’s family. Not all characters outside Bruno’s family are
discussed. For the interest of the study, only Shmuel, The Fury, Lieutenant Kotler,
and Herr Lizst are analyzed. This is because the writer perceives that these
characters contribute prominent and crucial factors that affect the character of
Bruno, and thus the story.
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a. Shmuel
Shmuel is the worth finding of Bruno’s exploration. His first exploration
in Out-With leads Bruno to Shmuel, a boy who is in sitting alone near the fence of
the camp. Since the first time Bruno met Shmuel, Shmuel already looked very
sad.
He had very large eyes and they were the colour of caramel sweets; the
whites were very white, and when the boy looked at him all Bruno could
see was an enormous pair of sad eyes staring back.
Bruno was sure that he had never seen a skinnier or sadder boy in
his life but decided that he had better talk to him. (2006: 107)
Shmuel as described by Bruno, is the only boy he ever seen with the sad figure
like he is. Bruno does not realize what makes a boy with the same age as him can
be such a sad person, even until Bruno hears the story of why Shmuel comes to
Out-With.
Shmuel is a Jewish boy who live inside the camp in Out-With. He has the
same age with Bruno. Back in Poland, his father used to be a watch maker before
his family was forced to move to Out-With.
‘All I know is this,’ began Shmuel. ‘Before we came here I lived with my
mother and father and my brother Josef in a small flat above the store
where Papa makes his watches. (2006: 126)
From the citation above, there is a similarity between Shmuel and Bruno. Besides
they share the same date of birth, both of them also forced to move from where
they used to live.
‘I came home one day and Mama said we couldn’t live in our house any
more-‘
‘That happened to me too!’ shouted Bruno, delighted that he
wasn’t the only boy who’d been forced to move. ‘The Fury came for
dinner, you see, and the next thing I knew we moved here.’ (2006: 128)
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Bruno thinks that he and Shmuel have the same experience and they have the
same level of disappointment.
Another similarity between them is found when Shmuel tells Bruno about
how he deals with older child. If Bruno has to deal with Gretel, Shmuel has to
deal with Luka.
‘And I hated Luka, who was the boy who kept hitting me even when I did
nothing wrong.’
‘Gretel hits me sometimes,’ said Bruno, ‘She’s my sister,’ he
added. ‘And a Hopeless Case. But soon I’ll be bigger and stronger than she
is and she won’t know what’s hit her then.’ (2006: 129)
The conversation above is in the context of Shmuel tells Bruno about the
condition of a place where they were forced to stay before Shmuel’s family lived
in Out-With, Cracow. In Cracow, Shmuel has to stay with other family, and the
older boy named Luka often makes fun of him. This situation is considered by
Bruno as the same with what he experienced with Gretel.
The differences between Bruno and Shmuel is that Shmuel always talk
about his sad experiences and Bruno always reply it without concerning about in
what condition Shmuel experiencing his sad circumstances.
‘The train was horrible, ‘said Shmuel. ‘There were too many of us in the
carriages for one thing. And there was no air to breathe. And it smelled
awful.’
‘That’s because you all crowded onto one train,’ said Bruno,
remembering the two trains he had seen at the station when he left Berlin
(2006: 129)
When Shmuel tells Bruno the experience of Shmuel transported from his old place
to Out-With, Shmuel is blamed by not moving to a different carriage. Bruno does
not understand that Shmuel has not a freedom to choose like what Bruno has. It
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means that Bruno still does not know who Shmuel is and the other person inside
the camp really are.
b. The Fury
The Fury is not much to talk about in this novel, but his role becomes
important as he is the reason of all the incidents happened in the story. Bruno first
heard about the Fury only few days before he comes to Bruno’s house in Berlin.
At that time Bruno does not know anything about who the Fury is.
‘Well, who is he anyway?’ asked Bruno again.
Father stared at him astonished. ‘You know perfectly well who the Fury
is,’ he said.
‘I don’t,’ said Bruno.
‘He runs the country, idiot, said Gretel, showing off as sisters tend to do.
(2006: 117)
The conversation above happens when the whole family members are gathered in
the living room right after Father received a phone call that informed him the Fury
will come to their house in Thursday night. As stated by Gretel, the Fury is the
person who runs the country, and that makes him a very special person. The
statement that the Fury is a special person indicated when Father tries to gather all
the members of the family on the day he comes to the house.
‘Thursday night,’ he announced. ‘if we’ve any plans for Thursday night
we have to cancel them.’ (2006: 116)
Besides the announcement Father made to cancel any plans, the Fury
special treatment also can be seen by the attitude of Mother who then tries to
make every preparation in a very perfect way.
‘Oh my,’ said Mother again, standing up and counting in her head the
number of of things she had to organize before Thursday, which was only
two evenings away. The house would have to be cleaned from top to
bottom, the windows washed, the dining-room table stained and varnished,
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the food ordered, the maid’s and butler’s uniforms washed and pressed,
and the crockery and glasses polished until they sparkled. (2006: 118)
The perfect way of preparation here means that not only the member of the family
itself who be prepared for the come of the Fury, but also all the attribute of the
house that have to be prepared very well. It indicates that the Fury is a very
special person who has to be treated in a very special way.
From about two hours of the Fury visits to his house, Bruno tends to think
that the Fury is “a horrible man” (2006: 124). Bruno sees that from the behavior
of the Fury when he left the house without opening the car’s door for the Fury’s
companion and thanking to Mother and Father who had prepared everything
perfectly just for the visitation. Bruno also compared the Fury to his companion
who before leaving his house saying thank you for the second time to the hosts,
Father and Mother. Even from the very beginning of their meeting, Bruno already
dislikes him. It can be seen from below citation.
The matter was resolved quickly, however, as the Fury, who was the
rudest guest Bruno had ever witnessed, turned round and walked directly
into the dining room and promptly sat down at the head of the table – in
Father’s seat! – without another word. (2006: 122)
The situation of above citation is happen when Gretel showing her off that she is
able to speak French, and the Fury seemed discredit Gretel for his effort to learn
something. Everything becomes awkward and no single person, including Father,
can break the silence. The Fury’s ignorant toward the rules which first applied in
his house are broken, just for one special person which Bruno noted as the
horrible man.
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The power that the Fury has seems irresistible, it can be seen firstly from
the events when the Fury takes over Father’s seat, and second when Mother
regretting the visitation itself.
‘We should never have let the Fury come to dinner.’ She said. ‘Some
people and their determination to get ahead.’
Just after she said that she turned round and Bruno could see that she had
tears in her eyes, but she jumped when she saw Maria standing there,
watching her. (2006: 40)
The citation above appears when the family are finished packing all the stuff they
had and moved to Out-With. Mother regretting the visitation of the Fury because
it makes the whole family leaving all the good memories in Berlin behind, and
Mother can not oppose the decision that the Fury made. Mother already spoke to
Father to cancel their move to Out-With, but even Father can not oppose the Fury.
Below are the conversation between Father and Mother just right after the Fury
visited their house.
‘…to leave Berlin. And for such a place…’ Mother was saying.
‘…no choice, at least not if we want to continue…’ said Father.
‘…as if it’s the most natural thing in the world and it’s not, it’s just not…’
said Mother. (2006: 124)
Mother tries to convincing Father to not leave Berlin and moved to Out-With
because she already knew that Out-With is not a good place for the whole family
to leave. By noticing the phrase Father used, “no choice”, there is nothing they
can do to change the decision that the Fury made for the whole family. It indicates
that the Fury power is absolute and not tolerable.
c. Herr Liszt: the Tutor
Herr Liszt is a home school teacher that Father asked to give Bruno and
Gretel morning and afternoon lessons during their stayed in Out-With. Since the
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first day Herr Liszt teaching them, Bruno already feel unsuitable with him. Mostly
because they have different interests, “Herr Liszt was particularly fond of history
and geography, while Bruno preferred reading and art.” (2006: 97). Herr Liszt
emphasized Bruno to understand more about history, because he thinks that
history is far more important than art. Because of his position as teacher, Herr
Liszt is able to control what should Bruno and Gretel read and learn more.
‘Your grandmother was not your teacher though, was she?’ asked Herr
Liszt. ‘She was your grandmother. And here I am your teacher, so you will
study the things that I say are important and not just the things you like
yourself.’ (2006: 97)
The sentence Herr Liszt used to Bruno is indicated that Bruno has no power to
confront him. By emphasizing that he is Bruno’s teacher, it indicates that Bruno
should take order from him without any complaint.
Different from Bruno, Gretel seems more serious to what Herr Liszt teach
them to do. There is a significant change to Gretel since after Herr Liszt started to
teach them.
Gretel stayed in her room concentrating on the various maps she had
pasted on the walls consulting the newspaper for hours at a time before
moving the pins around a little. (Herr Liszt was particularly pleased with
her for doing this.) (2006: 188)
The changes of Gretel which the writer means here is the way she started to pay
more serious attention toward historical events and ignoring her old hobby which
is playing dolls. As Bruno looked that Herr Liszt is pleased with Gretel, the writer
indicates the changes of Gretel as one of the influence of Herr Liszt toward Gretel.
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d. Lieutenant Kotler: the Juvenile Officer
Lieutenant Kotler is a 19-years-old officer who often appeared in Bruno’s
new house. He is not considered as a stranger anymore in the house since he can
cross the bound that Father made for Bruno, Father’s office. Another indication
that Lieutenant Kotler is that he is invited for diner with the family, which
depressed Bruno because Bruno does not like him. “Later that evening Bruno was
disappointed to find that Lieutenant Kotler was joining him, Mother, Father, and
Gretel for dinner.” (2006: 141).
From that diner also then reveal that Lieutenant Kotler’s father is a
professor of Literature at a university in Switzerland. Knowing that Lieutenant
Kotler’s father is not lived in Germany, Father rather suspicious toward the
motivation behind his father moved to Switzerland.
‘Did he go to Switzerland to take the air?’ explained Father. ‘Or did he
have a particular reason for leaving Germany? In nineteen thirty eight,’ he
added after the moment.
I’m afraid I don’t know, Herr Commandant, said Lieutenant Kotler…’
‘…Perhaps he was ill.’ Father hesitated before picking up his knife and
fork again and continuing to eat. ‘Or perhaps he had…disagreements.’
(2006: 147)
From the excerption above, Father implicitly stated that Lieutenant Kotler’s father
is suspected leaving Germany because he disagree with the policy which the
Germany have. Father then assumed that Lieutenant Kotler has not reported about
his father disagreement to the authority. Under Father’s suspicious, Lieutenant
Kotler then becomes very nervous in facing the diner. It can be seen when Pavel
make a mistake by pouring the wine to his lap. In his nervous moment and ignites
by Pavel’s mistake, Lieutenant Kotler then lost his temper.
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What happened then was both unexpected and extremely unpleasant.
Lieutenant Kotler grew very angry with Pavel and no one – not Bruno, not
Gretel, not Mother and not even Father – stepped in to stop him doing
what he did next. Even though none of them could watch. Even though it
made Bruno cry and Gretel grow pale. (2006: 148-149)
His temper then can not be controlled and no one can even look at what
Lieutenant Kotler did to Pavel. It scares Bruno even more until he cries and Gretel
grow pale.
Lieutenant Kotler scares Bruno not only when they have diner with the
whole family, but also several weeks after it. When the house is busy preparing a
birthday paty for Father, Shmuel is asked to clean the glasses in Bruno’s house.
Having his best friend in his house makes Bruno happy and then give food to
Shmuel. Apparently Lieutenant Kotler finds out that Shmuel eat something and
than interrogate both of them with a sense of threatening.
Bruno’s mouth dropped open and he tried to remember the way you used
your mouth if you wanted to say the world ‘yes’. He’d never seen anyone
look so terrified as Shmuel did at that moment and he wanted to say the
right thing make things better, but then he realized that he couldn’t;
because he was feeling just as terrified himself. (2006: 172)
Bruno himself then feel terrified toward Lieutenant Kotler, and his great feeling of
terror then lead Bruno to make another lie that he realizes should not done.
‘Tell me, Bruno!’ shouted Kotler, his face growing red. ‘I won’t ask you a
third time.’
‘I’ve never spoke to him,’ said Bruno immediately. ‘I’ve never seen him
before in my life. I don’t know him.’ (2006: 172)
In his feeling of scared, Bruno telling a lie to Lieutenant Kotler that he never met
with Shmuel, his best friend. It indicates that Bruno considers Lieutenant Kotler
as a scary person.
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B. The Presentation of Institutional Cruelty in the Novel
The title of this thesis is Telling Institutional Cruelty to Children through
Literature. To meet the purpose of conducting a thesis with such title, there are
three areas of analysis that the writer will work on. The first one is to prove the
existence of ideas of institutional cruelty in the novel. This is needed since the
term “institutional cruelty” itself is proposed by the writer as a name for the
discourse he sensed from the literary piece being researched here. It means that it
is his assessment, a label he attaches to the work of literature he is researching,
thus needing to be proven positive. The discussion in this part will include which
events of institutional cruelty are being narrated in the story and how it works as
told in the novel.
The second area of analysis is of the “telling” part. In The Boy in Striped
Pajamas, to the concern of the writer, the topic institutional cruelty is told to the
readers via children literature. Therefore, inevitably, the writer is going to discuss
the specific techniques used by the author, John Boyne, in his effort of telling
institutional cruelty, a topic that is not really easy to be narrated to readers of
minor age.
The last area of analysis that is going to be done by the writer is about the
ways the novel The Boy in Striped Pajamas inserted messages, or in a way its
ideology, regarding the institutional cruelty it is telling.
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1. Institutional Cruelty: the Nazi’s
Institutional cruelty is a type of cruelty that is done by means of a system.
There is a structure built to support the flow of the cruelty system being operated.
In that very structure, there are the doer and the sufferer. The other way of naming
it is the “victimizer” and the “victim”. Being different from personal cruelty, an
institutional cruelty is characterized by a large gap of political power between the
victimizer and the victim (1992:30). The phrase “gap of political power” here
gives us an understanding that this type of cruelty is held within a larger social
scope. It’s effects does not only hit a person; instead, it strikes a group of people,
or a society, or even a civilization. Furthermore, since institutional cruelty is
committed within a system, it is not executed in a random way. It is operated in
such a sophisticated planned way of practice.
In the novel The Boy in Striped Pajamas, there are many clues affirming
the events of institutional cruelty. First of all, we can find the idea of peoplegrouping. This people-grouping is done in the purpose of separating the victims
from the victimizers. Victims are not supposed to have a social mingling with the
victimizers; thus they need to be concentrated in places that isolate their being.
The presence of “fence” in the novel indicates this separation. In the novel,
“fence” is a clear separator that limits the mobility of the victims, but not for the
victimizers. The conversation happening between Bruno and his older sister,
Gretel, is the evidence of this.
“I want to know about the fence,” he said firmly, deciding that this was the
most important thing to begin with. “I want to know why it’s there.”
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Gretel turned around in her chair and looked at him curiously, “You mean
you don’t know?” she asked.
“No,” said Bruno. “I don’t understand why we’re not allowed on the other
side of it. What’s wrong with us that we can’t go over there and play?”
Gretel stared at him and then suddenly started laughing, only stopping
when she saw that Bruno was perfectly serious.
“Bruno,” she said in a childish voice, as if it was the most obvious thing in
the world, “the fence isn’t there to stop us from going over there. It’s to stop
them from coming over here” (2006:181-182).
Territorial separation is apparently not enough. To emphasize the
distinction between the victims and the victimizers, physical identification, by
means of appearance, is needed. In the novel, this appearance distinctiveness is
indicated by the type of clothing: uniform and striped pajamas.
It was as if it were another city entirely, the people all living and working
together side by side with the house where he lived. And were they really so
different? All the people in the camp wore the same clothes, those pajamas
and their striped cloth caps too; and all the people who wandered through his
house (with the exception of Mother, Gretel, and him) wore uniforms of
varying quality and decoration and caps and helmets with bright red-andblack armbands… (2006:100).
Power gap is, among others, one thing which characterizes institutional
cruelty. This gap is also illustrated in the novel, especially when the two groups of
people, the victims and the victimizers, are connected in an interaction.
Of course sometimes the two groups mixed. He’d often seen the people from
his side of fence on the other side of the fence, and when he watched it was
clear that they were in charge. The pajama people all jumped to attention
whenever the soldiers approached and sometimes they fell to the ground and
sometimes they didn’t even get up and had to be carried away instead
(2006:100-101).
A cruelty that is institutional is a cruelty with purposes that is carefully and
deliberately planned. Plan is considered as an important factor that helps achieve
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the purposes of the cruelty. In institutional cruelty, we are not dealing with
random butchery or murder or torture. Facilities that succeed the cruelty need to
be build. This factor is also illustrated in the novel The Boy in Striped Pajamas, as
can be scrutinized from the dialog among officers Bruno accidentally eavesdrops
in his father’s office.
“…made mistakes from the moment he got here. It got to the point where
the Fury had no choice but to…” said one.
“…discipline!” said another. “And efficiency. We have lacked efficiency
since the start of ‘forty-two and without that…”
“…it’s clear, it’s clear what the numbers say. It’s clear, Commandant…”
said the third.
“…and if we build another,” said the last, “imagine what we could do
then… just imagine it…!” (2006:42-43).
Clearly from the conversation we can understand that a plan is being made. Note
such words as “discipline”, “efficiency”, “numbers”, and “we build another”. The
first three words refer to aspects highly considered in the operation of a system.
Meanwhile, from the context of the story, we may entail that the expression “we
build another” means to build another facility for the sake of the successful
operation of the cruelty system. “Another” in that very expression refers to
“another camp” in which the victims of the cruelty are to be placed, or
concentrated.
Another prominent thing that needs to be addressed when dealing with
institutional cruelty is the exact ideological foundation on which the system of
cruelty is based. This ideological basis is the thought that is used as the spirit as
well as justification of committing such cruelty. In the novel, we can detect this
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point from several dialogs happening among the characters. One of them is
presented below.
“Who are all those people outside?” he said finally.
Father tilted his head to the left, looking a little confused by the question.
“Soldiers, Bruno,” he said. “And secretaries. Staff workers. You’ve seen
them all before, of course.”
“No, not them,” said Bruno. “The people I see from my window. In the huts,
in the distance. They’re all dressed the same.”
“Ah, those people,” said Father, nodding his head and smiling slightly.
“Those people… well, they’re not people at all, Bruno.”
Bruno frowned. “They’re not?” he asked, unsure what Father meant by that.
“Well, at least not as we understand the term,” Father continued (2006:5253).
We may understand that the word “people” is in the same semantic field with
“human”. The way Father claims that the people Bruno saw in distance through
his room’s window as “not people at all” indicates the basis of thought the
victimizers have in justifying the cruelty they are committing. For sure this way of
perceiving meaning is very subjective, as can be seen from the remark “at least
not as we understand the term”, yet it is applied and planted in the collective
minds of the public included in the victimizer group of people.
All the factors discussed above, the ideological foundation, the facilities,
the separation and identification of victims and victimizers, the power gap, and
the plan constitute a systemic institutional cruelty. Now, it is time to answer which
institutional cruelty is actually being told in the novel of The Boy in Striped
Pajamas.
For this part of analysis, sufficient historical information regarding
institutional cruelties that had ever happened in the world will help identify it.
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This information is to be compared to several clues that can be collected from the
novel. We may first go to the setting of time and place of the story. The story of
Bruno in the novel starts in the year 1943 (2006:109-110). Meanwhile, the place
settings are Berlin (Germany) and Poland (2006:7, 112). Another clue is about the
identification of the victims and the victimizers, as can be seen from the scene
where Shmuel tells Bruno how he and his family arrived to the camp.
“I came home from school and my mother was making armbands for us
from a special cloth and drawing a star on each one. Like this.” Using his
finger he drew a design in a dusty ground beneath him.

@
“And every time we left the house, she told us we had to wear one of these
armbands.”
“My father wears one too,” said Bruno. “On his uniform. It’s very nice.
It’s bright red with a black-and-white design on it.” Using his finger he drew
another design in the dusty ground on this side of the fence.
(inverted Swastika sign)
“Yes, but they’re different, aren’t they?” said Shmuel (2006:126-127).
If we consider the settings of time and place and the symbols drawn by
Bruno and Shmuel, we can conclude that the institutional cruelty being narrated in
the story is that of Nazi. Poland is the country in which the infamous
concentration camp, the Auschwitz, was build. Meanwhile, the inverted Swastika
sign clearly refers to the logo of Nazi and the Star of David sign clearly refers to
the Jews. In fact, there is one conversation between Bruno and Gretel affirming
that the victims concentrated in the camp near Bruno’s house are the Jew people.
Bruno considered this but it didn’t make things any clearer. “But why?” he
asked.
“Because they have to be kept together,” explained Gretel.
“With their families, you mean?”
“Well, yes, with their families. But with their own kind too.”
“What do you mean, their own kind?”
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Gretel sighed and shook her head. “With the other Jews, Bruno. Didn’t
you know that? That’s why they have to be kept together. They can’t mix
with us” (2006:182).
In addition to those obvious clues, one prominent evidence that affirms
this conclusion is presented in the quotation below.
Bruno remembered the moment his father made the signal, and said the
phrase and imitated him exactly.
He pushed his two feet together and shot his right arm into the air before
clicking his two heels together and saying in as deep and clear a voice as
possible – as much like Father’s as he could manage – the words he said
every time he left a soldier’s presence.
“Heil Hitler,” he said… (2006:53-54).
Hitler, or Adolf Hitler as it is his full name, was the chief leader of Nazi Party. He
was named the Fuhrer of Germany, the very person who had thrown the country
to the Second World War and who was the intellectual actor of massive ethnic
cleansing in Europe.
Through the analysis done above, the writer has given the evidences of the
presence of institutional cruelty in the novel. He has also identify, by comparing
several clues in the novel to historical information regarding institutional cruelties
that had ever happened in the reality world, that the institutional cruelty narrated
in The Boy in Striped Pajamas is that of Nazi. Nazi, with all its apparatuses, is the
victimizer and the Jews are the victims.

2. The Telling Techniques
In this part of analysis, the writer is about to present the discussion of the
techniques the novel operates in narrating institutional cruelty. There are two
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areas of analysis that the writer will conduct. The first one is “Censorship: the
Unspoken Words”, in which inexplicitness of the presentation of cruel events is
discussed. The second one is “Word Pun”, a technique that frequently
characterizes a work of children literature. In the analysis, the writer will show
how these techniques contribute to the delivery of meanings to the readers
a. Censorship: the Unspoken Words
The Boy in Striped Pajamas is a literary piece written for children. This
fact thus presents some limitations towards the author in terms of his technique of
picturing, or depicting, certain events told in the story. Many times the writer
finds deliberate censorship in the novel, especially to incidents in which cruelty is
taking place and to several dialogs (that are supposed to be) containing insulting
or strong words.
For example is the incident when Lieutenant Kotler grew very much angry
to Pavel, the Jew old man that waited the dinner table. Lieutenant Kotler,
frustrated by the situation that his commandant, Father, suspected him as not
reporting his father for having disagreements to the policy of the party, suddenly
went brutal after Pavel accidentally pour down the content of the wine bottle to
his lap. The anger that he was holding on in his heart in a quick sudden turned out
and exploded in a form of lethal fury. However, this is how the novel describes
the situation.
But after he had filled Father’s glass and turned to refill Lieutenant Kotler’s,
he lost his grip of the bottle somehow and it fell crashing, glug-glugglugging its content out directly onto the young man’s lap.
What happened then was both unexpected and extremely unpleasant.
Lieutenant Kotler grew very angry with Pavel and no one – not Bruno, not
Gretel, not Mother and not even Father – stepped in to stop him doing what
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he did next, even though none of them could watch. Even though it made
Bruno cry and Gretel grow pale (2006:148-149).
Obviously the physical cruelty done by Kotler to Pavel is depicted by the phrases
“unexpected and extremely unpleasant”, “even though none of them could watch”,
and “even though it made Bruno cry and Gretel grow pale”. The euphemistic
dictions such as “unexpected” and “unpleasant” are used to veil the scene where
Lieutenant Kotler attacked Pavel, killing him (the latter is assumed to be true by
the writer since the character Pavel never appears anymore in the novel since that
incident).
The author of the novel actually can describe how Kotler killed Pavel (we
may fantasize that it involves some vicious beatings, for instance) but he did not.
To understand why, we must again remember the relevant target-readers the novel
is addressing: children. There are certain “ethical” limitations that restrict the
author from explicitly illustrate such cruelty.
The large power gap existing between the victimizers and the victims in
institutional cruelty determines the attitude the victimizers impose on the victims.
Feeling more superior and powerful than the victims, victimizers often use harsh
comments, insulting words, or degrading and even dehumanizing naming when
interacting, or communicating, with the victims. This also occurs in the novel, yet
illustrated in a softened way.
“Hey, you!” he shouted, then adding a word that Bruno did not understand.
“Come over here you – ” He said the word again, and something about the
harsh sound of it made Bruno look away and feel ashamed to be part of this
at all (2006:75).
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“And afterwards, when you return to the kitchen, make sure you wash your
hands before touching any of the food, you filthy – ” Lieutenant Kotler
repeated the word he had used twice already and he spat a little as he spoke
(2006:76).
The deliberate omission of a certain word that is used by Kotler to refer to Pavel is
a form of censorship. The dash-symbol (–) works as a sign indicating that there is
a probable strong insulting word actually spoken by Kotler but not presented
explicitly in the novel. The writer derives the strong-and-insulting quality of the
word from the way Bruno responds to it: “ashamed to be part of this at all”.
Moreover, the use of censorship regarding the same matter is consistent
throughout the novel. It can be seen when, later, Lieutenant Kotler uses the same
word to another person. This time, it is Shmuel.
“Come on, little man,” said Lieutenant Kotler, coming towards Bruno now
and putting an unfriendly arm around his shoulder. “You go to the living
room and read you book and leave this little – to finish his work.” He used
the same word he had used to Pavel when he had sent him to find the tyre
(2006:173).
From an adult point of view, may be this omission of details could lead to
incomplete meaning delivery. Nonetheless, explicitness of events picturing,
especially the ethically disturbing ones, presented by robust choice of dictions
which is able to describe it photographically is not of absolute importance in The
Boy in Striped Pajamas. The use of censorship is relevant for The Boy in Striped
Pajamas, considering its form as a children literature. Cruel events in the novel
need to be softened down remembering the target-readers are children. To this
point, we can see that the author of the novel is consciously aware of his
boundary.
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b. Word Pun
Normally, puns are used as a device to build a comical, or humorous,
atmosphere. Yet interestingly, in The Boy in Striped Pajamas we can find puns
that, though in a way present humorous feeling, seem more likely to be bleak, or
dark. There are two puns used in the novel: Out-With and The Fury. The analysis
in this part is conducted to show how these two wordplays become dark puns and
how they communicate the horror of the situation.
i. Out-With
Out-With is Bruno’s mispronunciation to the real word, i.e. Auschwitz, the
place in Poland where a Jew concentration camp was once placed and the place of
Bruno’s new house. Though so, it is not Bruno that firstly mispronounces the
name of the place. Instead, it is Gretel.
“It’s horrible right now. But once the house is smartened up a bit it probably
won’t seem so bad. I heard Father say that whoever lived here at Out-With
before us lost their job very quickly and didn’t have time to make the place
nice for us.”
“Out-With?” asked Bruno. “What’s an Out-With?”
“It’s not an Out-With, Bruno,” said Gretel with a sigh. “It’s just Out-With”
(2006:24).
The use of Out-With as a pun for Auschwitz indeed creates ambiguity of meaning.
On one hand, it exactly refers to Auschwitz; while on the other it refers to the
literal meaning of the term: out with. The literal meaning is apparently what
Bruno firstly captures in his effort of understanding the weird name of his new
place. Again, Gretel makes her contribution to this literal understanding and
Bruno actually just imitates it.
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“Well, what’s Out-With then?” he repeated. “Out with what?”
“That’s the name of the house,” explained Gretel...
“But what does it mean?” he asked in exasperation. “Out with what?”
“Out with the people who lived here before us, I expect,” said Gretel. “It
must have to do with the fact that he didn’t do a very good job and someone
said out with him and let’s get a man in who can do it right…”
“So we’re here at Out-With because someone said out with the people
before us?”
“Exactly, Bruno,” said Gretel (2006:25).
The mind-tickling expression from the conversation between Bruno and Gretel
above is this: “So we’re here at Out-With because someone said out with the
people before us?”. The fact that “someone said out with the people before” is
thought by Bruno as the cause of their being moved from Berlin to their new
house in Out-With. In fact, this is clearly an allegory to the Holocaust committed
by the Nazi to the Jews. The Holocaust started when “someone said out with” the
Jews. That is how the pun works. The way it sounds refer to the place where the
horror of ethnic cleansing was executed, Auschwitz, while its literal meaning
refers to the historical fact in the reality world.
It turns out later that Bruno is told by Gretel that, by Out-With, he is
pronouncing the word incorrectly. There is one conversation between Gretel and
Bruno in which Gretel edits the way Bruno pronounces the word as if she never
did the same mistake.
“Everything here at Out-With –” he began, but she interrupted him
immediately.
“It’s not called Out-With, Bruno,” she said angrily, as if this was the worst
mistake anyone had ever made in the history of the world. “Why can’t you
pronounce it right?”
“It is called Out-With,” he protested.
“It’s not,” she insisted, pronouncing the name of the camp correctly for
him.
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Bruno frowned and shrugged his shoulders at the same time. “But that’s
what I said,” he said.
“No it’s not. Anyway, I’m not going to argue with you,” said Gretel, losing
her patience already, for she had very little of it to begin with (2006:181).
Notice how Bruno insisted on his way of pronouncing the word. He even
disregards Gretel’s suggestion for the correct pronunciation by saying “But that’s
what I said.” This indicates that, in Bruno’s mind, the word Out-With has been put
into as the accepted term to refer to the place he is living at. Apparently, this
notion is strengthened by the novel’s consistency in using the word Out-With
throughout the story both in the dialogs that Bruno does and in the description the
narrator gives. Never does, even for once, the name Auschwitz appear in the
novel. By that consistency we may understand one thing: the story in The Boy in
Striped Pajamas is told from the perspective of Bruno since it is Bruno’s
vocabulary, thus his way of thinking, which is used as terms to name the world
existing in the story.
ii. The Fury
The Fury is the other wordplay found in The Boy in Striped Pajamas.
Again, the Fury is Bruno’s mispronouncing the real word too.
“Who’s the Fury?” asked Bruno.
“You’re pronouncing it wrong,” said Father, pronouncing it correctly for
him.
“The Fury,” said Bruno again, trying to get it right but failing again.
“No,” said Father, “the – Oh, never mind!” (2006:117).
To know who the name “the Fury” is referring to, we can see it from the
information provided by Gretel as in this quotation below.
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“Well, who is he anyway?” asked Bruno again.
Father stared at him, astonished. “You know perfectly wee who the Fury
is,” he said.
“I don’t,” said Bruno.
“He runs the country, idiot,” said Gretel, showing off as sisters tend to do
(2006:117).
So the Fury is the man who runs the country. If we thence relate this clue to the
historical background of the novel, thus we will refer the Fury to Adolf Hitler, the
leader of Nazi party who ran Germany at the time of Second World War. The
sounds produced by the name “the Fury” resembles the title attached to Adolf
Hitler, “the Fuhrer”.
Similar to the way the first pun works, “the Fury” also produces ambiguity
of meaning. Firstly it refers to the individual the Fury, the chief commandant of
the country. Secondly, it can also be understood by the literal meanings of the
word “fury”, which are “violent anger or rage” or “violence, vehemence, or
fierceness”. All these quality, to an extent, are in the same semantic domain with
“cruelty”.
Notice that the negative sense of meaning the term “the Fury” has is
affirmed the characterization of this very character. As discussed in the analysis of
character description before in this chapter, Bruno describes the Fury as “the
rudest guest Bruno had ever witnessed” and as “a horrible man” (2006: 122, 124).
The novel is also consistent in using “the Fury” throughout the story.
Interestingly, “the Fury” is also used in the dialog spoken not only by Bruno, but
also by other characters. Look at the direct speech spoken by Mother and Father
below.
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“We should never have let the Fury come to dinner,” she said. “Some
people and their determination to get ahead” (2006:40).
“The Fury has something he wants to discuss with me,” said Father…
(2006:116).
The backgrounds of these two dialogs show that the remarks are expressed while
Bruno is at presence. At the time of Mother says “We should never have let the
Fury come to dinner”, Bruno was there, listening and watching it.
Mother, Maria and Bruno were the last people to leave the house and it
was Bruno’s belief that Mother didn’t realize the maid was still standing
there, because as they took one look around the empty hallway… Mother had
shaken her head and said something very strange.
“We should never have let the Fury come to dinner,” she said (2006: 3940; italicized emphasis given).
It also happens that, at the time Father told the family that the Fury was
going to join them for dinner, Bruno was also there, listening to the
announcement.
Some month earlier, just after Father received the new uniform which
meant that everyone had to call him ‘Commandant’ … Father came home one
evening in a state of great excitement… and marched into the living room
where Mother, Bruno, and Gretel were sitting reading their books…
“The Fury has something he wants to discuss with me,” said Father…
(2006:116).
Considering this, the writer arrives at a conclusion that actually the remarks
expressed by Father and Mother, those in which the word “the Fury” is found, are
not merely remarks spoken by Father and Mother, but speeches spoken by Father
and Mother as perceived by Bruno. It means that the word “the Fury” is found in
Father’s and Mother’s dialogs because it is how Bruno catches the sounds of the
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‘real word’. Moreover, by being consistent in using this pun throughout the story,
the novel The Boy in Striped Pajamas perpetuates the horrible sense of the literal
meaning(s) of the word “fury”. This pertains the image that the novel constructs
for the character “the Fury”; it puts heavy emphasis on the characteristics of being
“violent anger or rage” or “violence, vehemence, or fierceness”, all of which
constitutes the characterization of the Fury.

c. The Messages
The writer has already discussed the techniques of language presentation
that are applied in the narration of institutional cruelty in the novel. Those
techniques can be categorized as the techniques of presenting the formal aesthetics
of the novel. It for sure is helpful in meaning delivery. However, the writer
perceives that there is another structure of story-telling also applied in The Boys in
the Striped Pajamas, regarding the narration of institutional cruelty. This structure
is built in the utilization of several characters as means of message conveying.
Each character discussed in this part is used by the story teller to deliver the
composition and also effects of institutional cruelty to the children target-readers.
Thus, this part is called “The Messages”.
i. Men of Doctrines
Institutional cruelty, which can not be apart from the relation between the
victimizers and the victims, works in the basis of the ideology. To maintain its
ideology, the transfer of the ideas among the groups of the victimizers will be
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needed. Knowing this fact, the doctrine plays an important role to maintain the
institutional cruelty emerge in a certain society.
In novel The Boy in stripped Pajamas, the doctrine appears through the
characters Herr Liszt and Father. Herr Liszt in his first session of teaching Bruno
and Gretel tells Bruno to stop reading fictional story books.
‘But aren’t books important?’ asked Bruno.
‘Books about things that matter in the world, of course,’ explained Herr
Liszt. ‘But not storybooks. Not books about things that never happened.
How much do you know of your history anyway, young man?’ (2006: 97)
In the citation above, Herr Liszt implicitly forced Bruno to learn about history and
the social knowledge. History what Herr Liszt meant here is the history of
Germany. The doctrine from Herr Liszt does not really work on Bruno, it is more
effective to Gretel.
Gretel who at first decorates her room with her collection of dolls then
replace it with the map of Germany with pins on it to remark the movement of the
Germany soldiers in expanse. Gretel then always updated the news of the soldier’s
movement from the newspaper. The changes of the subject of interests can be the
indication when the doctrine works. The citation that supports this analysis can be
seen below.
One afternoon a month or so earlier, around the time that Lieutenant
Kotler had left Out-With, Gretel had decided that she didn’t like dolls any
more and had put them all into four large bags and throw them away. In
their place she had hung up maps of Europe that Father had given her, and
every day she put little pins into them and moved the pins around
constantly after consulting the daily newspaper (2006: 180).
Despite the doctrine of Herr Liszt works better on Gretel than Bruno, it
still considers as the effort to maintain the ideology of the victimizers. Another
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doctrine experienced by Bruno comes from Father directly. The incident emerges
when Bruno comes into Father’s office and asked him about the people inside the
camp Bruno can see from his window. Father answers Bruno’s question by
smiling, “Those people…well they’re not people at all, Bruno.” (2006: 53). The
response given by Father is indirectly states that they are different from the people
inside the camp.
The people inside the camp are the victims of the institutional cruelty. By
answering that they are not people, Father gives indication that they are different
from the family. Meaning that the people inside the camp are in lower stratum
than the person outside the camp, which is Bruno’s family. Or it is fair to say that
the people inside the camp belong to the group of the victims, and Bruno’s family
is in the group of victimizer. There is a quotation which supporting this analysis.
‘Well, at least not as we understand the term,’ Father continued. ‘But you
shouldn’t be worrying about them right now. They’re nothing to do with
you. You have nothing whatsoever in common with them. Just settle into
your new home and be good, that’s all I ask. Accept the situation in which
you find yourself and everything will be so much easier.’ (2006: 53)
In his absence of knowledge, Bruno is given doctrine about how Bruno is better
than the people inside the camp. They even have no single similarity. The doctrine
given by Father is to make Bruno ignoring all the people inside the camp, because
he is much better than the people inside the camp.
ii. The Victimizers Are the Victims
Institutional cruelty, as narrated in the novel, brings the horror not only to
the victims, but also to the victimizers. In the case of Bruno’s family, it is apparent
that Father, the Commandant, is an apparatus of the cruelty system. It is also clear
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that the rest of the family does not practice the cruelty. No evidence is found in
the novel indicating that Bruno, Gretel, and Mother take an active part in the
system of cruelty being operated. In fact, to a large extent, they stand in the
opposite side. Mother, for example, dislikes the idea of moving to Out-With since
she thinks that it is false to let the children grow up in such horrible place. She has
tried to argue with Father’s decision to bring all the family members with him to
Out-With (2006:124). Yet, not much Mother could do to prevent the plan. She has
to agree with Father’s concern on the risks he must face if he rejects the call of
duty.
If we pay attention to the character Mother, we may see that there is a
gradual growth of rejection to the cruelty she knows her husband is engaging
with. At the first time the family arrives at the new house in Out-With, Mother
makes a remark which might show her submission to the factual fate that the
family must live in the new place. The response she gave to Bruno’s thinking that
it was a bad idea to leave Berlin and stay in Out-With clearly affirms this.
“I think it was a bad idea,” said Bruno a few hours after the arrived…
“We don’t have the luxury of thinking,” said Mother,… “Some people
make all the decisions for us” (2006:14).
Nonetheless, this expression does not indicate a one-dimensional meaning
(Mother’s submission to the decisions made for the family); it actually also
implicitly shows her frustration. If even a mere thinking is considered as a luxury,
moreover a luxury that they do not have, if this kind of expression is delivered,
there must be a deep depression back-grounding the remark.
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Institutional cruelty, for the fact that it is institutional, occupies a strict
militaristic discipline in order to have the system run smoothly well. This
discipline requires absolute obedience to the decisions made by the authority. An
order is an order and is to be obeyed. In Bruno’s family, Father is the ultimate
authority who holds the privilege of making decisions. The phrase “some people”
in Mother’s remark above refers to Father (2006:9). Mother’s using of this phrase
to refer to Father, her husband, the gentleman of the family, the father of her
children, is mind-catching. We might ask why she uses such a phrase to call
Father. In fact, this code is only spoken by Mother when the context of the
conversation is Father’s role as the authority. The semantic atmosphere brought by
the phrase induces an idea that, when Father is playing his role as the authority, he
becomes a “stranger”, an outsider who decides what the family must do. This
phrase shows Mother’s alienation from Father, her husband.
The torture the direct victims of institutional cruelty receive can be both
physical and psychological. Furious beatings and killings may represent the idea
of torturing the victims physically. Yet, dehumanization, such as insulting and
degrading name-calling to the victims, as what we may see from the way
Lieutenant Kotler treat Pavel and Shmuel, induces the idea of torturing the
victims’ psychological state. In the novel The Boy in Striped Pajamas, apparently
it is psychological torture that is imposed on the side of the victimizers, or the
people around them. This psychological torture is apparent when we observe the
character of Mother. The first torture that happens to Mother is the fact that she
loses her freedom to express her honest opinion.
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“We should never have let the Fury come to dinner,” she said. “Some
people and their determination to get ahead.”
Just after she said that she turned around and Bruno could see that she had
tears in her eyes, but she jumped when she saw Maria standing there,
watching her.
“Maria,” she said, in a startled tone of voice, “I thought you were in the
car.”
“I was just leaving, ma’am,” said Maria.
“I didn’t mean –” began Mother before shaking her head and starting
again. “I wasn’t trying to suggest –”
“I was just leaving, ma’am,” repeated Maria… (2006:40).
Notice how Mother becomes awkward and speaks nervously when she realizes
that someone, Maria, the family’s maid, is present when she expresses her opinion
about the Fury. Mother realizes that the condition may bring risks to her and the
family if the negative attitude towards the Fury, the authority of the country, is
exposed by Maria. Fortunately, Maria, who is also aware about this rule, chooses
not to consider Mother’s remark whatsoever.
The rule not to have disagreements to the authority of the institution
apparently frustrates not only Mother. Lieutenant Kotler also suffers from this
rule, though indirectly. At the time when the family had dinner, in which Kotler
joined in, Kotler told about his father, who was a professor of literature and
moved from the country, Germany, to Switzerland. When asked by Father about
the reason Kotler’s father left the country, the aura of Kotler’s face changed bleak
and nervous (note that this change of face also happened to Mother when she
found out that Maria heard what she said about the Fury).
“And what reason did he give, might I ask,” continued Father, “for leaving
Germany at the moment of her greatest glory and her most vital need, when
it is incumbent upon all of us to play our part in the national revival? Was he
tubercular?
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Lieutenant Kotler stared at Father, confused, “I beg your pardon?” he
asked.
“Did he go to Switzerland to take the air?” explained Father. “Or did he
have a particular reason for leaving Germany? In nineteen thirty eight,” he
added after a moment.
“I’m afraid I don’t know, Herr Commandant,” said Lieutenant Kotler.
“You would have to ask him.”
“Well, that would be rather difficult to do, wouldn’t it? With him being so
far away, I mean. But perhaps that was it. Perhaps he was ill.” Father
hesitated before picking up his knife and fork again and continuing to eat.
“Or perhaps he had… disagreements.”
“Disagreements, Herr Commandant?”
“With government policy. One hears tales of men like this from time to
time. Curious fellows, I imagine. Disturbed, some of them. Traitors, others.
Cowards, too. Of course you have informed your superiors of your father’s
views, Lieutenant Kotler?”
The young lieutenant opened his mouth and then swallowed, despite the
fact that he hadn’t been eating anything.
“Never mind,” said Father cheerfully. “Perhaps it is not an appropriate
conversation for the dinner table. We can discuss it in more depth at a later
time.”
“Herr Commandant,” said Lieutenant Kotler, leaning forward anxiously, “I
can assure you –”
“It is not an appropriate conversation for the dinner table,” repeated Father
sharply, silencing him immediately,… (2006:146-148).
Disagreements to authority policy are considered as treachery, that is the rule. In
fact, it is disagreement had by Mother and Kotler’s father. Kotler’s father
disagreement with government policy inevitably brings effect to Kotler; as a
military officer, he is obliged to report to his superiors about his “father’s views”.
The fact that he becomes nervous when this subject is brought up indicates that he
did not commit his obligation, for any reason. The “psychological torture”
imposed on Kotler lies on the dilemma he has: as a military officer he has an
obligation to inform to the authority about his father’s disagreements with
government policy, while as a child he might find it difficult since his father may
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receive punishments from the government. This dilemma nurtures a confusion of
feeling inside Kotler’s psyche. The most possible outburst of emotion he could
have is, of course, fierce anger, which he irresistibly poured over Pavel.
Other effects of institutional cruelty to the victimizers or the people around
them, as told in the novel, are frustration and loss. Mother finally could not stand
the urge to protest Father about the situations she has to be dealing with,
especially after she finds out what her husband is actually doing in Out-With.
“It’s horrible,” Mother was saying. “Just horrible. I can’t stand it
anymore.”
“We don’t have any choice,” said Father. “This is our assignment and –”
“No, this is your assignment,” said Mother. “Your assignment, not ours.
You stay if you want to.”
“And what will people think,” asked Father, “if I permit you and the
children to return to Berlin without me?” They will ask questions about my
commitment to the work here.”
“Work?” shouted Mother. “You call this work?” (2006:187).
Mother explicitly describes her frustration by saying “I can’t stand it anymore.” In
fact, the frustrations she is facing have led her to seek for tranquility from alcohols
and isolating herself from the situations by taking a big deal of time of afternoon
naps.
Mother kept very quiet during the day and was having an awful lot more of
her afternoon naps, some of them not even in the afternoon but before lunch,
and Bruno was worried for her health because he’d never known anyone to
need quite so many medicinal sherries (2006:188).
The depiction of the characters in the novel, especially after the
disappearance of Bruno, shows that loss is the risk the family must have. Chapter
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20, “The Last Chapter” of the novel, contains information how sorrow invaded the
rest of Bruno’s family after he vanished.
Mother did not return to Berlin quite as quickly as she had hoped. She
stayed at Out-With for several months waiting news of Bruno until one day,
quite suddenly, she thought he might have made his way home alone, so she
immediately returned to their old house, half expecting to see him sitting on
the doorstep waiting for her.
He wasn’t there, of course (2006:214-215).
The passage above tells us how Mother employs a fragile logic about the
disappearance of Bruno. She thought perhaps Bruno went home to Berlin alone.
Notice also the phrase “half expecting” which illustrates the fact that Mother starts
to lose grip to her logical way of thinking. This all describes the helplessness and
powerless Mother has in dealing with her situation which turns to be a disaster.
She has found herself powerless in resisting Father decision to take the whole
family to Out-With, a decision she already knew a mistake; moreover, when she
has found the courage to protest, to let herself and her children free from the grip
of authority by insisting on going back to Berlin, again she found herself
powerless because she could not prevent Bruno’s disappearance.
Gretel also experiences the sorrow of losing her little brother (2006:215).
However, the one who receives Bruno’s disappearance as a stunning punishment
is Father, the authority of the family. He is not only losing his grip of power over
the whole family (note that his authority is challenged by Mother). It is told in
“The Last Chapter” that in his effort of finding Bruno, Father discovers that Bruno
had made his way into the camp (another act of violating his authority since he
forbids Bruno to approach the fence that separates the camp from the house).
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He looked into the distance then and followed it through logically, step by
step by step, and when he did he found that his legs seemed to stop working
right – as if they couldn’t hold his body up any longer – and ended up sitting
on the ground in almost exactly the same position as Bruno had every
afternoon for a year… (2006:215-216).
What Father has found is the fact that Bruno’s trespassing the fence, making his
way to the camp, and got killed by the same method the Jews in the concentration
camp were put to death: gassed. The description “when he did found that his legs
seemed to stop working right…” affirms this premise. We may derive an
understanding that, as the chief authority of Out-With camp, Father must have
recognized the geography of the camp perfectly. That is why he concluded that
Bruno must have died in the gas room when he tried to follow the tracks Bruno
had left.
What develops later in the character of Father is quite the opposite when
compared to how he appeared to be in the earlier phase of the story. He who was
very strict and loyal and respected and was a believer of his profession changed
into a very different man. He loses his potentials. He even fails his career; he does
not care about his obligation in running Out-With anymore.
A few months after that some other soldiers came to Out-With and Father
was ordered to go with them, and he went without complaint and he was
happy to do so because he didn’t really mind what they did to him any more
(2006:216).
From the analysis above, we may thus understand that The Boy in the
Striped Pajamas narrates institutional cruelty to its target-readers also by the
depiction of the characters. The message inserted by this is that victimizers of
institutional cruelty are not immune to the effects the cruelty system is producing.
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It is because, as it is working in a system, cruelty becomes more possible in
splattering its effects to whoever is involved within. The victimizers are also
vulnerable to the cruelty they are committing, though it occurs in quite a different
way.

iii. Bruno and Shmuel: the Boys in the Striped Pajamas
A literary piece that is written under the scope children literature is mostly
characterized by the use and application of children character(istics) in the
narration of the story (2003:10). This means that the development of the story is
held relevant to the perception and psychological development of children. The
writer has already discussed the telling techniques applied in the novel: the
censorship and word pun. These two techniques are more likely to be considered
as the method of aesthetic structuring of the novel. They indeed help deliver
meanings to readers. However, in The Boy in the Striped Pajamas, the writer also
detects the existence of another way of telling institutional cruelty, i.e. via the
characters of Bruno.
The analysis of Bruno’s characteristics has revealed to us that Bruno is
such a naïve boy. This very characteristic of Bruno contributes to the construction
of institutional cruelty narration in the novel. Take a look how Bruno responds to
or thinks about the events in which he is present that actually illustrate the effect
of institutional cruelty. Let us go back to our discussion about how Mother loses
her freedom to express her honest opinion about the Fury.
“Maria,” she said, in a startled tone of voice, “I thought you were in the car.”
“I was just leaving, ma’am,” said Maria.
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“I didn’t mean –” began Mother before shaking her head and starting
again. “I wasn’t trying to suggest –”
“I was just leaving, ma’am,” repeated Maria, who must not have known the
rule about not interrupting Mother, and stepped through the door quickly
and ran to the car (2006:40; italicized emphasis given).
Bruno’s naiveté makes him only able to respond to Maria’s interrupting Mother’s
speech, rather than fully understanding the situation in which Mother got nervous
since she was caught expressing her disagreement to the Fury. Though this is not
delivered directly by Bruno (note that the additional clause given to Maria’s dialog
is done by the narrator), it is perfectly clear that it is what Bruno thinks about the
situation since rule of interruption is one thing applied in his family, and Bruno
tries his best to obey it.
Another occasion is when Bruno witnessed Father questioning about the
reason why Lieutenant Kotler’s father left the country.
“Never mind,” said Father cheerfully. “Perhaps it is not an appropriate
conversation for the dinner table. We can discuss it in more depth at a later
time.”
“Herr Commandant,” said Lieutenant Kotler, leaning forward anxiously, “I
can assure you –”
“It is not an appropriate conversation for the dinner table,” repeated Father
sharply, silencing him immediately, and Bruno looked from one to the other,
both enjoying and being frightened by the atmosphere at the same time
(2006:147-148; italicized emphasis given).
The naïve Bruno does not know what is exactly happening in the informal
interrogation Father does to Lieutenant Kotler. Therefore, he just ends up with
“enjoying” and “being frightened” by the tense of the conversation. The fact that
Bruno is frightened makes it clear that his perception can sense the hostility that
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appears in the air of the room; yet, his lack of knowledge fails him when trying to
make any sense of it.
Another interesting thing is that the novel utilizes Bruno’s adventurous
nature to get him closer to the institutional cruelty happening in Out-With. He has
been forbidden by his parents to wander outside the house area. Yet, he could not
resist the urge to have his own exploration; and since the house is not so enticing
to be explored (2006:99), he decided to make one outside.
Leaving the house, Bruno went round the back and looked up towards his
own bedroom window which, from down here, did not look quite high any
more… (2006:101).
He looked as far to his right as he could see, and the tall fence seemed to
carry on in the sunlight and he was glad that it did because it meant that he
didn’t know what was up ahead and he could walk and find out and that was
what exploration was all about after all (2006:102).
After Bruno encounters Shmuel, he shares stories with this boy, who lives
on the other side of fence. The talks these two boys have make them closer
friends. It is in those talks, in fact, that Bruno finds similarity between him and his
new friend, Shmuel. To see this, let us try to observe how the novel creates the
background feeling of each boy to the situation they are dealing with. The first
one is of Bruno.
He couldn’t understand how this had all come about. One day he was
perfectly content, playing at home, having three best friends for life, sliding
down banisters, trying to stand on his tiptoes to see right across Berlin, and
now he was stuck here in this cold, nasty house with three whispering maids
and a waiter who was both unhappy and angry, where no one looked as if
they could ever be cheerful again (2006:15).
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The passage quoted above is now to be compared to Shmuel’s trying to explain to
Bruno why all the people in the area within the fence are and what they all are
doing there.
“All I know is this,” began Shmuel. “Before we came here I lived with my
mother and father and my brother Josef in a small flat above the store where
Papa makes his watches. Every morning we ate our breakfast together at
seven o’clock and while we went to school, Papa mended the watches that
people brought to him and made new ones too. I had a beautiful watch that
he gave me but I don’t have it any more. It had a golden face and I wound it
up every night before I went to sleep and it always told the right time.”
“What happened to it?” asked Bruno.
“They took it from me,” said Shmuel (2006:126).
Similarities are found in the way how they try to make sense of the situation each
of them is dealing with. Bruno and Shmuel feel that changes happened in such a
sudden way that they had no chance to rationalize what was actually happening.
The passages quoted above tell us how the boys lived their routine contented life
before something came and took it all away from them. Now let see how Bruno
responds to Shmuel’s remark, as presented in the quotation below.
“We wore the armbands for a few months,” he said. “And then things
changed again. I came home one day and Mama said we couldn’t live in our
house any more –”
“That happened to me too!” shouted Bruno, delighted that he wasn’t the
only boy who’d been forced to move. “The Fury came for dinner, you see,
and the next thing I knew we moved here. And I hate it here,” he added in a
loud voice. “Did he come to you house and do the same thing?” (2006:127128).
Notice the additional clause “delighted that he wasn’t the only boy who’d been
forced to move”. This feeling that Bruno has induces the meaning that he finds
similarity of him and Shmuel, and that delights him. In fact, it is also this
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delightedness that urges Bruno to relate himself closer to Shmuel. Happy because
of finding a friend who shares the same ‘fate’ as he has, Bruno lets himself
associate more things he has experienced to those of Shmuel. One example is
presented below.
“The train was horrible,” said Shmuel. “There were too many of us in the
carriages for one thing. And there was no air to breathe. And it smelled
awful.”
“That’s because you all crowded onto the train” said Bruno, remembering
the two trains he had seen at the station when he left Berlin. “When we came
here, there was another one on the other side of the platform but no one
seemed to see it. That was the one we go. You should have got it too”
(2006:129-130).
The conversation above clearly shows Bruno’s attempting to relate his experience
in the train station in Berlin with the one Shmuel tells him, disregarding the fact
that it is impossible since Shmuel and his family was sent by train to Out-With
from Poland.
The interesting thing in the novel, regarding this fact, is that starting from
that point Bruno is given ways to relate himself even closer to Shmuel. Firstly,
since Bruno finds it amusing and comforting to have Shmuel as a friend to talk
with, he starts to be able to accept his condition living in Out-With and even enjoy
it (2006:178, 188). Secondly, enjoying his life, with his new friend, in Out-With,
the memories of the happy life and the three best friends Bruno ever had in Berlin
starts to fade away (2006:187). Thirdly, there is one interesting occasion that
suggests Bruno’s becoming more and more similar to his friend Shmuel; this time
it is about their physical appearance: Bruno has to have a haircut since his hair is
suffering from lice. This haircut at first makes Bruno sad, but it is this very hair
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cut which makes him look in a way similar to Shmuel, whose hair is also short,
just like all the people concentrated in the camp.
When he saw his friend the next day Shmuel started to laugh at Bruno’s
appearance, which didn’t do a lot for his dwindling self-confidence.
“I look just like you now,” said Bruno sadly, as if this was a terrible thing
to admit.
“Only fatter,” admitted Shmuel (2006:185; italicized emphasis given).
It does not stop there. When Bruno finds out that Mother, Gretel, and he
are going to go back home to Berlin, he meets with Shmuel to inform him about
this development. At that very encounter, Shmuel sadly complains about his
father’s disappearance. Bruno, trying his best to be nice to his friend and
motivated by his adventurous nature that he has, offers Shmuel a help to find
Shmuel’s papa. Bruno thence sets up a plan to get into the fence, trespassing the
fence which for so long has separated him from Shmuel, expecting that Shmuel’s
papa is somewhere in the camp, waiting to be discovered. To do this “last
adventure”, Bruno suggests that he must look exactly the same as Shmuel; he asks
Shmuel to find him the same striped pajamas and cap that he can use as a disguise.
This is how Shmuel looks at Bruno after he dresses up the striped pajamas.
Shmuel turned just as Bruno applied the finishing touch to his costume,
placing the striped cloth cap on his head. Shmuel blinked and shook his
head. It was quite extraordinary. If it wasn’t for the fact that Bruno was
nowhere near as skinny as the boys on his side of the fence, and not quite so
pale either, it would have been difficult to tell them apart. It was almost
(Shmuel thought) as if they were all exactly the same really (2006:204).
While Shmuel looks at Bruno that way, Bruno apparently has another method of
perceiving what he is doing and how he looks like.
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“It reminds me of the plays she used to put on with Gretel and me,” Bruno
said… “It reminds me of how she always had the right costume for me to
wear. You wear the right outfit and you feel like the person you’re
pretending to be, she always told me. I suppose that’s what I’m doing, isn’t
it? Pretending to be a person from the other side of the fence.”
“A Jew, you mean,” said Shmuel.
“Yes,” said Bruno, shifting on his feet a little uncomfortably. “That’s
right” (2006:205).
“You wear the right outfit and you feel like the person you’re pretending to be” is
the sentence that was always uttered by Grandmother to Bruno about playing a
role in a play. Bruno thinks that what he is doing is to pretend to be the same as
Shmuel, to be the same as those people “from the other side of the fence.” Now let
us juxtapose this with what John Boyne, the author, postulates in his Author’s
Note, concerning who could manage to understand completely the horror of
Holocaust.
After all, only the victims and survivors can truly comprehend the awfulness
of that time and place; the rest of us live on the other side of the fence,
staring through from our own comfortable place, trying in our clumsy ways
to make sense of it all (2006:218; italicized emphasis given).
That is the core message of the novel. Bruno is a metaphor of the
contemporary twenty first century society. His naïve ways of looking at the events
in Out-With are those of the society as well. The institutional cruelty happening in
Holocaust is perceived by today’s society not with empirical experiences. Today’s
society approaches it with its lack of experiential knowledge, thus “clumsy ways”,
to rationalize the unthinkable.
Nonetheless, this kind of reading can only be made from the point of view
of adult readers. As a children literature, the novel needs to be addressed quite
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differently. The meaning that we can excavate from the events in the novel which
shows Bruno’s getting the same as Shmuel is that the whole occasions, backgrounded by the context of the institutional cruelty being operated, lead Bruno,
the innocent, the son of the authorized victimizer, onto his way to experience the
effect of the cruelty itself. Bruno’s naivety and his curiosity about all the things
happening around him have made him voluntarily become the same as the
victims, wearing the same striped pajama Shmuel has, presenting himself to the
exposure of the institutional cruelty.
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CHAPTER V
CONCLUSION

The writer composes this study for the purpose of finding how the
institutional cruelty is presented in a children literature. The object for this
analysis is the novel The Boy in the Stripped Pajamas by John Boyne. In making
the analysis, the writer formulates two problem formulations in order to make the
final conclusion. This chapter contains the results of the analysis.
In the first problem formulation, the writer analyze several characters that
appears in the novel. The analysis of the characters here will be used in making
the analysis for the second problem formulation. There are ten characters analyzed
in the first problem formulation. The ten characters then divided into two groups,
Bruno’s Family and the people around Bruno’s family. The characters belongs to
the first group are Father, Mother, Grandmother, Grandfather, Gretel, and Bruno.
While the characters belongs to the second group are Shmuel, The Fury,
Lieutenant Kotler, and Herr Liszt.
The importance of analyzing the characters is to see how the characters
influence the other characters. The character in the first and second group will
then influence each other. Speaking of how a certain character influencing other
characters is then dealing with the situation of the characters.
The writer finds that there is a gap between Father and Mother. Father as a
commandant whose job is to keep the concentration camp for the Jews is having
an intrigue with Mother. Mother supports Father as a good wife who is willing to
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take order from her husband, but as a human being who cannot stand being a part
of dehumanization to a certain race, she is the opposition. The problem is, Father
has more power to make the whole family follow his rule.
Not much different from the relationship between Father and Mother,
Grandmother and Grandfather also have the problem between them. Growing as
an actress since she was young, Grandmother is fond of arts and literature. While
Grandfather who manages a restaurant for his life has a contrary with
Grandmother. Knowing Father, their son, appointed as a commandant in Out-With
makes Grandfather really proud of him, while Grandmother is in the contrary. She
thinks that Father is supporting a mass killing, or already becomes a person who
does not have a social conscience toward other people.
Gretel who is Bruno’s older sister is stated by Bruno as The Hopeless Case
because of her attitude that always looked down at Bruno. At first, she is very
fond of dolls, and after she is having a close relationship with Lieutenant Kotler,
and then Lieutenant Kotler has to be transferred to another area, she then decides
to not to like dolls anymore. Gretel is not only influenced by Lieutenant Kotler,
but also by Herr Liszt who is the teacher for Gretel and Bruno. Because of the
influence of Herr Liszt then she threw away all her collection of dolls and
changed them into the map of Europe with pins that she moved after she reads
newspaper.
Bruno as the main character in the novel is described as a boy who just lost
friends and then he does not have any. Mother always prohibits him to explore or
to play near the camp. His passion to exploration cannot make him stand still. He
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then explores outside the house until he comes near the camp and meets with
Shmuel, a jewish boy who lived inside the camp. Having lot of similarities such
sharing the same date of birth and how both of them are forced to move to a new
place, Out-With, Bruno feels excited. Being closed with the people inside the
camp make Bruno become the person who then witnesses and then experiences
the institutional cruelty.
Tracing back to the title of this study, Telling Institutional Cruelty to
Children through Literature, the writer then finds out that there are some steps
that are taken by the author of the novel. First is by using some literary techniques
like the use of puns and censorship. The puns appear in the novel are Out-With
which is used to describe Auschwitz, the concentration camp made by Nazi to
quarantine the Jews. Other pun is The Fury which is used to substitute The Fuhrer,
the leader of Nazi party who ordered the mass killing of Jews by putting them
inside the camp in Auschwitz. The censorship applied in this novel is used when
the author tells about the extreme violence toward the Jews. The author did not
describe the violence explicitly.
Second way is by using the characters which appear in the novel. In the
analysis of the characters, the writer of this study finds that the characteristics of
institutional cruelty are found through the depiction of the characters. Mother who
often gives Bruno limitations with her prohibitions then becomes inferior when
she deals with Father. Because father is the head of the family and she has to
follow orders from Father. Father, even though he is the head of the family has to
follow orders from the head of the country, which is the Fury. In here there is an
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indication that in family also appears systematic power that gives limitation
toward other people. It is the same as systematic cruelty which has a systematic
field from the victimizers to the victims.
Systematic cruelty appears for a long period. To maintain the cruelty, there
is always a need of an element that can inherit the doctrine of the victimizers.
Here the role of Herr Liszt becomes important. Herr Liszt is chosen by Father to
teach Bruno and Gretel, and the lesson he gave to the children is emphasized to
geography and history. The writer sees this as the effort of the victimizers to
maintain the power that the victimizers had. Besides Herr Liszt, Gretel and Father
who told Bruno that the people in the camp are not human can be seen also as the
doctrine.
The last thing that the author used in telling institutional cruelty in the
novel is by using the messages for the reader. The writer finds that there is a
message that the victimizers then will always be the victims too. It can be seen
from the character Lieutenant Kotler who then implicitly loses his father because
his father leaves Germany to Switzerland. Other person is Mother and Father who
loses their son, Bruno, dies in the camp.
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